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Objectives of the
American College

of Dentists

T
HE AMERICAN COLLEGE OF DENTISTS,
in order to promote the highest ideals in health care, ad-
vance the standards and efficiency of dentistry, develop

good human relations and understanding, and extend the benefits
of dental health to the greatest number, declares and adopts the
following principles and ideals as ways and n-leans for the attainment
of these goals.

A. To urge the extension and improvement of measures for the
control and prevention of oral disorders;

B. To encourage qualified persons to consider a career in dentistry so
that dental health services will be available to all and to urge broad
preparation for such a career at all educational levels;

C. To encourage graduate studies and continuing educational efforts
by dentists and auxiliaries;

D. To encourage, stimulate and promote research;

E. To improve the public understanding and appreciation of oral
health service and its importance to the optimum health of the
patient;

F. To encourage the five exchange of ideas and experienw in the
interest of better service to the patient;

G. To cooperate with other groups for the advancement of
interprofessional relationships in the interest of the public;

H. To make visible to professional persons the extent of their
responsibilities to the community as well as to the field of
health service and to urge the acceptance of them;

I. To encourage individuals to further these objectives, and to
recognize meritorious achievements and the potentials for
contributions to dental science, art, education, literature, hu-
man relations or other areas which contribute to human wel-
fare — by conferring Fellowship in the College on those persons
properly selected for such honor.
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Editorial

FROM THE

EDITOR
Future Gazing and Leadership

I
am not a fatalist. From time to
time, I enjoy contemplating my
futures — always in the plural
— and planning what I might do

to tip the odds in favor of those that
seem most attractive to me.

Just for fun, let's divide the world
into three groups, depending on how
people orient themselves with respect to
the future. One group has its back to to-
morrow — not so much because they
are enjoying today, but because they are
still trying to explain why the good old
days were better. Others are turned side-
ways. They catch glimpses of what is
coming, but their hands are full with the
moment. Others know exactly where

T he very definition of
proactivity — being

reactive in the future
tense.

they stand and are looking to see what is
next. Perhaps you have encountered
drivers in these three categories in park-
ing lots recently or served on commit-
tees with them.

It is not a question of declining to
participate — individuals with futures are
better off than those without them. I am

reminded of the formerly popular futur-
ist John Naisbett, who wrote in
Megatrends, "Trends, like horses, are easier
to ride in the direction they are already
going."

The American College of Dentists
has recently become proactive. We have
a new strategic plan which will guide our
energies in the following core areas: sec-
tion vitality, ethics, financial stability,
proactive image, and membership. Two
summer conferences have looked at the
future of information technology and the
future of the dental profession. The con-
vocation speaker this year was Dr. Jenni-
fer James, who guided us through a
profound and challenging look at
emerging demographic and value
changes in society.
My great concern with all the new at-

tention to future gazing is the belief of
some that the future is predetermined
and the only question is whether we will
be in the first sitting or be left to clean
up. Getting the proper orientation to-
ward the future is not as easy as it might
seem. It certainly isn't good enough just
to see the future; just think of how
popular those folks are who go around
saying "I told you so."

There are those who accurately per-
ceive emerging trends and position
themselves to respond to them. Some
do well in the stock market, others es-
tablish their practices in growing com-

munities. They study, they sense, and they
respond. And there is much to admire in
this orientation. It is the very definition of
proactivity — being reactive in the future
tense.

But it isn't enough. It's still reactive.
Being proactive might well mean being
first to sign up for lucrative managed
care programs — because that is the

Being proactive has
been oversold.

trend, right or wrong. Responsiveness to
the future might mean dressing casually
and treating patients informally because
those are emerging norms elsewhere in
society. Maybe we should reach all deci-
sions by consensus since some of the
leading organizations are now experi-
menting with this. And if it is true that
the role models for young heroes of the
day are the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles, perhaps the College should be
the first to serve pizza at the dinner
dance following the Convocation.

Proactivity and leadership are both
future-oriented perspective, but there is a
difference. Being proactive means antici-
pating actual future events and getting
into postion to benefit from them.
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Leadership means working to create a
better future. It may involve building a
practice that is more responsive to pa-
tients' needs; it might include working to
modify an emerging trend that has un-
desirable side effects; and leadership
could even mean vigorously resisting
movements that would damage our fu-
ture.

Being proactive has been oversold.
First, there is no such thing as the future.
There are many of them. So our task is
to accurately predict which futures are
feasible. Second, we are part of any fu-
ture that is of interest to us. This means
we create as well as respond to our fu-
tures.

Should the Section sponsor a break-
fast meeting at the state dental meeting
when rumor has it that expected atten-
dance might not be good? In the con-
ventional proactive sense of reacting to
predications — no. But with leadership
creating the future the Section wants —
yes! Should dentistry respond to the

trend for price sensitivity in dental care?
Should it anticipate the Federal Trade
Commission's view that dentistry is a
trade? Should dentistry become part of
medicine? I don't want to be dragged

There is more to leader-
ship than being first.

backwards into the future; I don't much
relish being dragged frontwards either.

Consider, for example, the matter of
dental research. It is understood that new
materials and methods drive the nature
of dental practice and that breakthroughs
can be counted on to occur, even
though their precise nature is difficult to
predict. It is also understood that new
science must be expressed in terms of
factors such as economics, public and
professional acceptance, and technologi-

Editorial

cal dissemination. It is difficult to imag-
ine how dentistry can be proactive with
regard to these futures. But leadership is
well within grasp in terms of advocating
adequate funding, building the infrastruc-
ture, promoting continuing competency
and outcomes-based practice programs,
and improving the standards of scholar-
ship and dental journalism.

There is more to leadership than be-
ing first. Leadership means both seeing
which futures are feasible and working to
increase the chances of the desirable
ones coming to pass. It may start with
future gazing, but it goes beyond.
Mostly it's being at the table, in the corri-
dors, on the phone, and in the journals
where the future is emerging.

David W Chambers, EdM, MBA, PhD, FACD
Editor
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The Most Respected
Voice in Dentistry
ACD President-Elect's Address

September 27, 1996
Orlando, Florida

Charles V. Farrell, DMD, FACD

IF
irst, I thank you, the Fellows of
the College, especially Richard V.
Tucker and Basil M. Plumb, for
making it possible for me to

serve you. I am indeed privileged! Sec-
ond, I congratulate the new Fellows for
your election to fellowship and also for
your active participation that brought
you to the attention of your sponsors.
To the sponsors, thank you for nomi-
nating these fine candidates.

Each of us has received perhaps the
highest honor of our careers. We were
nominated and approved by our peers
for our achievements in our chosen pro-
fession. No one but our peers are quali-
fied to make that judgment. As former
President Coolidge said, "No person
was ever honored for what he received,
but for what he gave." You have given
much.

Today I will provide a historical per-
spective on the College and suggest
some areas where you can exert your
leadership.

The College was established in 1920,
in part to promote the highest ideals of
ethics and professionalism. We are con-
cerned about the responsibility a dentist
assumes by being a member of our pro-
fession. The College projects these ideals
in several ways:
• By publishing the Joumal of the Ameri-

can Collex ofDentigs

• By issuing papers on timely topics
• By conducting workshops and

seminars such as the "Vision of the
Future: Dentistry 2010" held this
past July in Chicago and the
"Infotech Conference" held in 1995

• By working with like-minded orga-
nizations.
An example of the latter was a joint

effort with the American Association of
Dental Schools, the Commission on
Dental Accreditation, and the Council on
Dental Education of the American Den-
tal Association to have courses in ethics
and professionalism included in the cur-
ricula of dental schools as an accredita-
tion requirement.

Our College is its members, who in
their daily lives exemplify the ideals of
ethics and professionalism. Since this is
the case, our College doesn't do anything
for you as a member — it does every-
thing with you.

I look to my own fellowship as pro-
viding the opportunity to better serve my
profession and society as part of an ef-
fective and influential organization in a
way I could not have accomplished
alone.

The College believes that with fel-
lowship comes the obligation to con-
tinue efforts to further the principles of
ethics and professionalism. You will note
that I did not say ethics and profession-

alism "in dentistry" because I believe
these principles extend to our relation-
ships with society at large.

I hope your efforts will also extend
to a strong support of the College
• By nominating your deserving col-

leagues for fellowship
• By contributing to the American

College of Dentists Foundation
when you want to remember or
honor a colleague, and especially in-
clude it on your annual giving list

• By contributing an article or letter to
the Journal

• By attending section meetings and
activities.

Our Legacy
The College has a very rich heritage.

Those who have preceded us left a
legacy of achievements and an implied
obligation to continue pursuit of the
highest ideals of ethics and professional-
ism.

Dr. Farrell practices
general dentistry. His
office is located at
1800 C Street, Suite
223, Bellingham, WA
98225
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The founders of the College include
dentists who have richly endowed the
profession; names such as Woodbury,
Hartzel, M. M. House, C. N. Johnson,
Arthur Black, and Hinman. These are but
a few of the distinguished individuals
who have made a difference in the
American College of Dentists.

From its inception, the College has
been calling attention to the problems
facing dentistry; calling us to be — if you
will — the conscience of the profession
and to stimulate open discussion and

From its inception, theFrom
has been

coiling attention to the
problems facing dentistry

further study of issues facing the pro-
fession. This remains one of our prin-
ciple undertakings.

Soon after its founding, the College
created a Commission on Journalism,
whose efforts resulted in profound
changes in dental journalism and the es-
tablishing of the Journal oftheAmerican Col-
lege of Dentists in 1934. The report of the
Commission also lead to the creation of
the American Association of Dental
Editors.

In the 1930s, the American College
of Dentists was involved in studies of
health insurance as it was evolving in Eu-
rope. The William J. Gies Award was
established during this decade to pay
tribute to this outstanding individual
whose impact on the dental profession
is almost immeasurable.

In the '40s and '50s, the committees
of the College were involved in studies
of the cost of dental care, dental re-
search, the certification of specialists, the
expanded use of auxiliary personnel,
payment plans, and hospital dental ser-
vices.

In the '60s, the College continued its
study of the distribution, availability, and
cost of dental services. Service corpora-
tions were evaluated. Workshops on the

1996 ACD Annual Meeting

image of dentistry and dental man-
power needs were conducted.

The decade of the 1970s saw many
changes. The College office moved
from St. Louis to the Washington, DC
area. The American College of Dentists
Foundation was established. Procedures
for nominations for fellowship were de-
tailed, with strict adherence to objectiv-
ity. The sections of the College were re-
chartered to include regencies, giving all
Fellows direct representation on the
Board of Regents. Projects of the Col-
lege during this time included a self-as-
sessment examination, a project library,
and an oral history on dental research
with Dr. George C. Paffenbarger.

In the '80s, the nomination process
for fellowship was again revisited, and
greater efforts were made to increase
understanding of the process by the Fel-
lows of the College. During this period,
professional ethics were under pressure
because of court rulings that removed
restraints on professional advertising.
This remains an issue today: one only
needs to look at the yellow pages —
where specialties that don't exist have
been created — to see the tasteless pro-
nouncements by dentists.

In response to this phenomenon, the
College adopted guidelines on advertis-
ing and reaffirmed the principles of pro-
fessional conduct, through revision of the
Objectives of the College and the Code
of Conduct. The publication Dentistry: A
Health Service was distributed to all senior
dental students. The booklet outlined the
professional standards of practice.

The initial studies and contacts with
ADA and AADS concerning the teach-
ing of ethics in the dental schools as a re-
quirement for accreditation that I men-
tioned earlier began during this period.
The Journal ofthe American College ofDen-
tists became a reviewed professional
publication. The Journal, in my opinion,
is an outstanding publication that will be
a resource to you. It addresses issues that
are relevant to our efforts to promote
ethics and professionalism. The oral his-
tory program was continued and re-
sulted in the publication by the College
of the book, The Hillenbrand Era:

Dentistry's Glanzperiode, authored by
Dr. Clifton 0. Dumment and his wife
Lois.

The first of what has become several
strategic planning workshops was con-
ducted and resulted in the decision by the
College to acquire its own office. The
Campaign for the '90s was initiated and
contributions led to the purchase of our
office in Gaithersburg, Maryland. The
College modernized its office proce-
dures with updated computer technol-
ogy and was able to bring much of the
printing procedures in house, resulting in
significant savings. The accounting pro-
cedures were revised to reflect the actual
cost of each of the College's areas of ac-
tivity and to allow the comptroller to
more easily comply with the increased
reporting burden placed on nonprofit
organizations by the IRS.

I think this brief history gives you a
glimpse into an organization that con-
tributes a great deal to our profession.
We have had a vital and continual impact
on dentistry, especially in the area of eth-
ics and professionalism.

Leadership Opportunities
Let's turn to today and tomorrow.

To quote one of Yogi Berra's mala-
propisms, "If you don't know where
you are going, you might wind up some
place else." We in the College believe we
know where we are going.

The College has established a process
for soliciting input from Fellows to help
develop our strategic plan. This in turn
flows into operational planning and
budgeting. Our most recent strategic
plan update was undertaken this spring.
The plan addresses the external forces
likely to directly and indirectly impact the
College over the next three to five years.

Among the external forces identified
were the changing moral value systems
in our society. A recent Wall Street Journal
article emphasized this situation. While a
small majority of respondents still think
that moral values are more important
than economic issues, large groups
within our society are more concerned
with economic issues. This, of course, has
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The Board of Regents highlighted
five core issues to be emphasized in the
coming years. Ethics will continue to be
the prime focus of the College. We will
examine ethical issues, including man-
aged cost programs. We will promote
the teaching of ethics in all sections.

The sections will be

asked to be more
involved in the imple-

mentation of the mission

of the College.

The sections will be asked to be more
involved in the implementation of the
mission of the College. In turn, the
Board of Regents will strive to provide
more support to the sections to accom-
plish this goal.

The board will enhance the image of
the College through increased public re-
lations efforts and information technol-
ogy methods.

Emphasis will be given to our mem-
bership. We want to retain our members
and encourage all of them to consider
nominating their worthy colleagues for
fellowship in the College.

Financial considerations will always be
with us. We will focus on expanding
non-dues revenue and increasing contri-
butions to the American College of
Dentists Foundation. The Foundation is
the engine that drives the program train
of the College.

Our profession needs every one of
us to exert leadership skills to address the
challenges before us. There are major is-
sues facing our profession today: The
quality of dental education, including
continuing education; licensing issues, in-
cluding relicensure; and managed cost
programs.

Dental Education. Earlier this year, the
state governors and chief executive of-
ficers of many leading companies met to
urge that the standards of education be

raised significantly. This also applies to
dental education. Once again, we need
leadership to raise the standards. This is-
sue was the subject of the Institute of
Medicine's report Dental Education at the
Crossroads.

I am a restorative dentist in private
practice who spent about ten years as ei-
ther an examining agent for or member
of a state licensure examining board and
as a clinical instructor in a dental school. I
have found that not every dental school
graduate is ready to treat patients. The
students recognize this, which may ac-
count for the trend of graduates seeking
an extra year of training in postdoctoral
general dentistry programs.

One of the recommendations of the
IOM report was to eliminate redundant
course content. I know that repetition in
education is out of vogue, but it served
those of use who are a little more expe-
rienced quite well. We are told that there
are not enough patients to provide stu-
dents with a needed variety of clinical ex-
perience. There are students who gradu-
ate from dental schools never having had
the experience of placing a cast restora-
tion other than a full crown on a live pa-
tient!

There are a significant number of
Medicaid recipients in need of oral health
care. Why are these patients not being
treated at our public institutions? We all
know the answer. I would urge all offi-
cials of state-supported dental schools to
seek relief from the requirement that
their clinics be financially self-supporting
so that this population could be given ac-
cess to dental care. This would also sat-
isfy the recommendation of the IOM
report that the availability of dental care
of the underserved population be in-
creased.

Licensure. It is my contention that
licensure examinations, in addition to
evaluating clinical competence in some
areas of general practice, serve as a check
and balance. Can licensure examinations
be improved? Of course! I know from
experience that examining boards work
very hard to make examinations reason-
able and fair. I believe licensure examina-

tions play a very important role in help-
ing maintain standards in clinical den-
tistry.

Recently, the ethics of the use of hu-
man subjects as patients in licensure ex-
aminations has been called into question.
Many of these patients are paid by the
candidates to participate. If this is the
case, is it ethical to use paid human sub-
jects for the evaluation of newly devel-
oped drugs? Is it ethical to use human
subjects in teaching situations in dental
schools? Are we evolving into a situation
where graduating dental students will
treat their first human being when they
open their offices?

Continuing competency evaluation of
dentists is another area that deserves con-
sideration by the profession. I realize that
there are several entities looking into this
topic. It is my perception that the two
largest problems in this area are accep-
tance by the profession and the logistics
of administration. I will be suggesting to
the board that we consider exploring this
issue, with the goal of stimulating discus-
sion on all aspects of this topic.

Continuing compe-
tency evaluation of

dentists is another area
that deserves consider-
ation by the profession.

Managed Cost. Dentistry is under pres-
sure, almost as never before! Our ability
to be in charge of our destiny is under
attack from sources both from within
and without. In the name of social engi-
neering, access, cost control, or the bot-
tom line, these sources would interfere
with the most critical of professional rela-
tionships — that of the dentist and pa-
tient. This, of course, affects ethics and
professionalism and is the very essence
of autonomy. Namely the ability of a
patient, in consultation with his or her
health care provider, to choose the treat-
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ment received without any form of in-
terference from an outside organization,
be it governmental or private. Most of
these interferences are very subtle, usually
in the form of economic coercion.

Our colleagues in medicine have al-
ready lost control of their profession.
Their treatment, their fees, and their rela-
tionship with their patients are beyond
their control. Even worse, in some cases
physicians are prohibited by contract
from offering their patients treatment
options that they know are viable but
are not covered by the managed cost or-
ganization. This places the health care
provider in the position of no longer be-
ing responsible to the patient but to the
managed cost entity.

In dentistry, graduates are being lured
by offers to repay their student loans if
they will sign a contract to participate in
some managed cost plans. We, as lead-
ers of our profession, must do our best
to alleviate this sad situation. Another of
the IOM report recommendations was
to find ways to limit the negative effects
of high student debt. Can the College
play a role in this area? I hope so!
We cannot let outside organizations

interfere with the dentist-patient relation-
ship in the treatment offered and pro-
vided to our patients. A recent dental
magazine article had an account by a
dentist detailing the methods of structur-
ing and analyzing a capitation practice so

1996 ACD Annual Meeting

that the practitioner could glean a higher
percentage of income from not treating
patients. Is it ethical to accept money for
not treating patients? All too frequently,
ethics and transcendent principles seem
to be put aside in the name of economic
expediency.

One of the most effective methods
available to counter the problems cre-
ated by involvement in managed cost
programs is that of direct reimburse-
ment. Organized dentistry strongly sup-
ports this concept, but it needs all of us
to get the word out. Talk to your pa-
tients, especially those who are in posi-
tions to influence their company's health
care programs. Urge your state dental
association to become involved in and
contribute to the alliance if it is not al-
ready involved. Above all, get involved
yourself!

The Most Respected Voice in
Dentistry •

These will be some of the areas of
concern to the College as it fulfills its role
as the conscience of the profession,
stimulating study, dialogue, and solu-
tions.

Again, each of us needs to exert our
leadership skills to meet these fantastic
opportunities that are disguised as insur-
mountable problems. It is my goal that
the College become the most respected
voice in dentistry.

Let me leave you with this thought:

Are you an active member,
The kind who would be missed
Or are you just contented
That your name is on the list?

Do you attend the meetings
And mingle with the crowd,
Or do you stay at home
And complain both long and loud?

Do you take an active part
To help the College along,
Or are you satisfied to be
The kind to just belong?

There is a section program scheduled
That means succecs if done,
And it can be accomplished
Only with the help of everyone.

Attend the meetings regularly
And participate with hands and heart;
Don't be just a member,
But take an active part.

Think this over Fellows:
Are we right or wrong?
Are you an active member,
Or do you just belong?

I thank you all and may God bless you!
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Leadership: The American
College of Dentists

Convocation Address
September 27, 1996

W. Robert Biddington, DDS, FACD

1
 t is a very special privilege to partici-
pate as this year's convocation
speaker because it provides an unex-
pected opportunity. An opportunity

to communicate my thoughts concern-
ing leadership as a responsibility for fel-
lowship and an opportunity to convey
my personal feelings about the American
College of Dentists.

Like each of you, at the time of
graduation from dental school, I never
dreamed that becoming a dentist would
provide so many rewarding experiences
and so many opportunities to serve the
public through the dental profession.
And as I reflect, I am convinced that se-
lection to fellowship early in my dental
career had a major influence on my en-
tire professional life — one that created
within me a high level of confidence and
a special desire to represent the College
and the dental profession in the very best
way possible.
My association with the American

College began with election to fellow-
ship in 1960. That was a very special day;
one that initiated a whole series of events
providing the opportunity to participate
in College matters for over thirty-six
years. During this time I had the privilege
of serving as Treasurer, Secretary, and
Chairman of the West Virginia Section;
Regent for Regency 4; Vice President,

President-Elect, and President of the
College, and President of the American
College of Dentists Foundation. These
were exciting and rewarding years. Hav-
ing the opportunity to address today's
seventy-sixth annual convocation is espe-
cially gratifying, and I accept this assign-
ment with complete humility, for it was
President Sharma who made this day
possible. Thank you, Prem.

I never dreamed that

becoming a dentist
would provide so many
rewording experiences.

Thirty-six years ago, Dr. Kenneth V.
Randolph, then Dean of the West Vir-
ginia University School of Dentistry,
stood beside me at the 1960 convoca-
tion in Philadelphia as my sponsor to fel-
lowship. He was the first to congratulate
me and the first to provide excellence
and leadership in every aspect of my
professional and personal life. By ex-
ample, Dean Randolph had demon-
strated the importance of honesty, integ-
rity, dedication, and commitment in the
development of leadership skills. He was
my role model, just as I'm sure your

sponsor has been yours. I am extremely
thankful to Dr. Randolph for having
promoted within me the confidence to
become involved and the desire to suc-
ceed.

This is a great day for everyone
present, especially for the candidates re-
ceiving fellowship. This is a very special
time in your life, for today you become
a Fellow of the American College of
Dentists, the highest honor one can re-
ceive in American dentistry. I congratu-
late each of you on your outstanding
contributions to the dental profession
and your excellent service to the public.
You have demonstrated the compe-
tence and the leadership qualities that are
so essential in your role as Fellows of the
American College of Dentists.

As you heard earlier this morning,
leadership is one of the most distinguish-
ing characteristics of the American Col-
lege of Dentists. The twenty-three
founders of the College were the leaders
of the dental profession in their day. They
founded the College in 1920 because of
their deep concerns for the issues and
problems that faced the profession, and,
quoting from the American College ofDen-
tists History: The First Fifty Years, because
of "the need for a force that could offer
guidance in the crisis that they felt ex-
isted."
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Dr. Biddington is Associate Vice President at the Robert C. Byrd Health
Science Center, University of West Virginia.

Working for Ethics Education
Since its inception, the American Col-

lege of Dentists as an organization has
contributed to provide leadership for
dentistry in many ways. Two separate
but related initiatives begun by the Col-
lege in the mid-1980s serve as excellent
historical examples of how College lead-
ership has had a positive effect on the
teaching of ethics and professionalism in
our nation's dental schools. How did this
occur?

First, the College contacted the Com-
mission on Dental Accreditation and en-
couraged the Commission to take ap-
propriate action to enhance the compe-
tency of dental students in the area of
ethics and professionalism. This recom-
mendation was supported by the
American Dental Association's Special
Committee on Ethics and Professional-
ism. The Commission responded by
adding two curriculum standards which
require all dental schools to provide in-
struction in ethics and professionalism
for continued accreditation. This was a
major step, for in the mid-1980s, the
curriculum of many dental schools did
not include an ethics education compo-
nent

The College then focused its attention
on the complete absence of instructional
guidelines needed to assist dental schools

in the design of an ethics curriculum.
Since the American Association of Den-
tal Schools is the organization respon-
sible for developing all dental education
instructional guidelines, the College
turned to the AADS for assistance. Fol-
lowing many months of negotiation, the
American Association of Dental Schools
agreed to be the sponsoring organiza-
tion for the development of the guide-
lines and the American College of Den-
tists agreed to find the project. A special
committee, consisting of two ethicists
serving as advisors and representatives
from the College, the ADA's Council on
Dental Education, and the AADS, de-
veloped the guidelines. These guidelines
were published in the Journal of Dental
&halation in February 1989.

As a result of actions taken by the
American College of Dentists, the Com-
mission on Dental Accreditation, the
ADA Special Committee on Ethics and
Professionalism, the ADA Council on
Dental Education, and the American As-
sociation of Dental Schools, all U.S.
dental schools are now required to in-
clude instruction in ethics and profes-
sionalism in the curriculum and the den-
tal faculty responsible for the educational
process have ready access to instructional
guidelines to assist them in this effort.

This example not only demonstrates
the importance of American College
leadership, but also illustrates the value of
cooperation and collaboration among
dentistry's leading professional associa-
tions and organizations. I was pleased to
note that the Commission on Dental
Education's revised Accreditation Stan-
dards for Dental Education Programs,
which must be implemented by all U.S.
dental schools in January 1998, require
that schools must now present evidence
that graduates are competent in ethics
and professionalism — a significant
move beyond requiring that instruction
be offered.

A Wealth of Proven Talent
I now want to turn to each of us, as

Fellows of the College and candidates
for fellowship. Section I, Article I of the
bylaws states that "Active Fellows shall
be those elected persons who, through
unselfish devotion, have made notable
contributions to the advancement of the
dental profession." The bylaws also
stress that individuals being considered
for fellowship should have the potential
for further accomplishments and should
continue to be involved in "extra cur-
ricular" activities which go beyond those
ordinarily expected.
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All of us were elected to fellowship
because of our previous contributions
and leadership qualities. As we work to
resolve the current issues facing the den-
tal profession, the importance of indi-
vidual leadership and the need for indi-
vidual leadership cannot be overempha-
sized. Today's issues are many in num-
ber and extremely complex, not only in-
volving the dental profession but all of
the health professions and all aspects of
health care delivery.

It is not my intent in this presentation
to provide a complete list of the current
issues facing the health professions and
the public, nor will I attempt to pre-
scribe solutions. However, I will identify
a number of the issues that require the
immediate attention of all of us as lead-
ers.

Among these issues are:
• Access to health care as a basic hu-
man right

• Cost containment as a critical ele-
ment in providing universal access

• Stable funding for dental education
and dental and medical research

• Licensure and relicensure of health
professionals

• Air quality and the appropriate man-
agement of waste water and biofilm
in water lines

• Federal Trade Commission regula-
tory issues

• Interdisciplinary education of health
professionals

• Expanded role of the private practi-
tioner in dental education

• Expanded role of health care auxil-
iaries

• Revision of the accreditation process
for all health professions education
programs

• Relationship of the dental school to
the health sciences center and the
university

• Issues related to affirmative action
• Demographic factors and immi-

grant population
• Oversupply or undersupply of

health-care providers
• Impact of information technology
The list of current issues is lengthy

and constantly changing. As dentists and

Fellows of the College, we must be fully
aware of the problems facing the health
profession and fully informed on these
issues. The opportunities to provide
leadership have never been greater.

I was especially pleased to read in the
Summer 1996 issue of News 6.- Views
that the current three-year strategic plan
positions the College to continue to take
a proactive role in collaborating with
others in the identification of solutions to
these current issues. In July, the American
College of Dentists held a national con-
ference in Chicago titled "Dentistry
2010: Visions of the Future." One of the
major thrusts of this conference was em-
phasizing the importance of leadership
during times of change. Conference par-

Wine must be involvedproducing satisfac-
tory outcomes to today's
Issues.

ticipants discussed key leadership skills
needed to lead others during difficult
times and to assist others in identifying
solutions to current issues. The Leader-
ship Skills Workshops at the annual
meeting and this morning's symposium,
"Thinking in the Future Tense," are ad-
ditional examples of our initiative in lead-
ership training during these times.

The Institute of Medicine's report
Dena Eduaaion at the Crossroads: Challenges
and Change, states that "effective leader-
ship, especially leadership to be exercised
in difficult times, is not an easily pur-
chased commodity or a readily created
talent." This statement further empha-
sizes the importance of leadership and
the critical need for leadership at this
time in the history of the profession.

It is my opinion that once again, as in
1920, the dental profession is most for-
tunate, for as I look across this audience
I see a wealth of proven talent. Each and
every Fellow and candidate for fellow-
ship has already demonstrated the po-
tential to provide leadership for the pro-

fession. My charge to you is to continue
to participate in section and regency ac-
tivities and in your local, component,
constituent, and national dental societies
and associations. As Fellows of the
American College of Dentists, we must
be involved in producing satisfactory
outcomes to today's issues; outcomes
which will benefit the public and at the
same time assure the continuing effec-
tiveness and success of our profession.

Earlier in my comments I stated that
becoming a Fellow of the American
College of Dentists is the highest honor
one can achieve in American Dentistry.
Fellowship in the College provides tre-
mendous opportunities to continue to
be involved in your profession. Fellow-
ship in the College is very special. It most
certainly has been for me.

As a native of West Virginia and a
Fellow, I am going to conclude my re-
marks by adapting and sharing with you
one of my favorite stories — one that
portrays my affection and true feelings
for the American College of Dentists.
I'm sure at least some of you are familiar
with John Denver's song "Country
Roads," particularly the part where the
lyrics begin with "Almost heaven, West
Virginia..." The story could be about any
one of us. The Fellow in this particular
version of the story had lived a good
and moral life and had made many out-
standing contributions to the profession,
the public, and especially the College.
The person I have in mind was a very
religious individual, having a particularly
intense desire to eventually gain admis-
sion to heaven. Upon his death, the Fel-
low suddenly realized that this burning
desire to gain admission to heaven had,
in fact been realized, for there was St.
Peter, standing at the pearly gates, greet-
ing all who were being admitted. Imme-
diately, a satisfied smile came across the
Fellow's face, for over the gates to the
entrance to heaven was a sign — "Wel-
come to Heaven: Almost the American
College of Dentists."

In conclusion, I too extend my per-
sonal congratulations to the new Fellows
and welcome each of you to the Ameri-
can College of Dentists.
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The Fellows of the American College of Dentists are the
leaders in dentistry and in their communities. They represent
the creative force of today and the promise of tomorrow.
We proudly welcome the 1996 class of Fellows . . .

Richard J. Ackerman, Jr.
Kansas City, MO

Stephen Akseizer
Syosset, NY

Stanley A. Alexander
Stony Brook, NY

Rocklin D. Alling
Birmingham, AL

John A. Anderson, Jr.
Grand Forks, ND

Noel H. Andrews
Darmouth, NS, Canada

M. Alan Bagden
Springfield, VA

Robert E. Barsley
New Orleans, LA

Bruce D. Bates
Roseville, MN

Richard A. Battistoni
Oak Park, IL

Richard C. Beauchamp
Edmonton, AB, Canada

0. Ross Beirne
Seattle, WA

Bradley B. Beiswanger
Indianapolis, IN

Paul C. Belvedere
Edina, MN

Gene S. Bloom
EnglewoocZ CO

Charles H. Boester
Parma, OH

Joseph L. Boland
Macon, GA

Fred G. Boustany
Boston, MA

John F. Bowley
Lincoln, NE

Ronald K. Bowman
Indianapolis, IN

Ralph J. Brandon
Punta Gorda, FL

Nona I. Breeland
Chapel Hill, NC

Earl Broker
Jenkintown, PA

Jack S. Broussard, Jr.
Pasadena, CA

Alan R. Brown
Kansas City, MO

Keith E. Bruce
Stuart, FL

Jeff J. Brucia
San Francisco, CA

William T. Buchanan
Jackson, MS

David J. Cantor
Fairfax, VA

Daniel M. Castagna
San Francisco, CA

Enrique C. Castillo
Fremont, CA

Frank A. Catalanotto
Gainesville, FL

William T. Cavel
Omaha, NE

Hugh R. Clark
Yuma, AZ

G. Thomas Cloyd
Clinton, IN

Larry M. Coffee
Denver, CO
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Robert A. Coleman
Livonia, MI

Wisdom F. Coleman, Jr.
Memphis, TN

Janice E. Conrad
Salem, MA

Louis J. Cortegiano
Maspeth, NY

Frank J. Courts
Gainesville, FL

David Cowan
Toronto, ON, Canada

Gary A. Crim
Louisville, KY

Bertram M. Cronson
FahfieU CT

Benjamin J. Cumbus
Montgomery, AL

Charles W. D'Aiuto
Longwood, FL

Patrick J. Dalton
Carlton NSW, Australia

Charles P. Daly
St. Johns, NF, Canada

Roy G. Daniels
Sedona, AZ

Mitchell H. Davich
Morristown, NJ

Bruce R. DeGinder
Williamsburg, VA

Ronald H. Delfini
New Haven, CT

Allan S. Deutsch
New York, NY

Lawrence B. DiBona
Wellesley Hills, MA

Barry Dolman
Montreah QU, Canada

Maureen Donley
Buffalo, NY

John C. Doswell, II
Richmond, VA

Michael C. Duggan
San Antonio, 7X

James M. Duncan
San Antonio, TX

Terry L. Duncan
Wichita, KS

Arthur F. Eddy
Shirley, MA

Samuel G. Eddy
Knoxville, TN

Bill G. Edwards
Lubbock, TX

Mona T. W. Ellis
Orangeburg SC

Archie A. Estey
Mundelein, IL

Ernest S. F. Evans
Los Angeles, CA

Russell G. Eyman
Warner Robbins, GA

Salvatore J. Fanale
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ

George H. Fann
West Columbia, SC

R. Kent Farnsworth
Sacramento, CA

Cecile A. Feldman
Newark, NJ

Stanley Fellman
Hartford, CT

Steven C. Ferber
Jacksonville, FL

Paul L. Fischl
Evanston, IL

011ie C. Fisher
St. Louis, MO

Patrick A. Fleege
Seattle, WA

Frank L. Flores
Costa Mesa, CA

James F. Fondriest
Lake Forest, IL

Dennis W. Ford
Lawrenceburg, IN

Edward S. Freedman
Lancaster, PA

Nora M. French
Sterling, VA

James D. Frey
Fort Wayne, IN

David C. Frost
Concorch NH

Lynn K. Fujimoto
Pearl City, HI

Howard R. Gamble
Sheffield, AL

Faustino G. Garcia
Coral Gables, FL

William C. Gaylord
Flagstaff AZ

Robert J. Gherardi
Albuquerque, NM

Raymond A. Girardot, Jr.
Denver, CO

Jerold S. Goldberg
Clevelaneh OH
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Louis J. Goldberg
Buffalo, NY

Roy Gonzalez, Jr.
San Antonio, TX

James C. Gordon, Jr.
Winchester, VA

Anthony M. Grasso
Muncie, IN

Arthur J. Greenspoon
Montreah QU, Canada

John 0. Grippo
Longmeadow, MA

Paul A. Gruber
Sheboygan, W/

Peter M. Gutierrez
Sebastian, FL

Lloyd J. Hagedorn
Fort Wayne, IN

Joseph F. Hagenbruch
Harvard, IL

James A. Haljun
Santa Monica, CA

Mary F. Hamill-Tamucci
Norwalk, CT

Robert B. Hammond
Daytona Beach, FL

Jed S. Hand
Iowa City, IA

Philip J. Hanes
Augusta, GA

Bruce S. Haskell
Louisville, KY

Steven L. Hechler
Overland Park, KS

Robert J. Henry
San Antonio, 7X

Thomas M. Henson, II
Athens, GA

H. Pitts Hinson
Columbia, TN

Charles W. Hoffman
North Palm Beach, FL

Sidney A. Holleman, Jr.
Fort Worth, 7X

Robert L. Holt
West Palm Beach, FL

Ronald H. Honeycutt
Clinton, NC

James C. Hove
New Berlin, WI

Robert M. Howell
Morgantown, WV

Richard A. Huot
Vero Beach, FL

Bruce R. Hutchison
Centreville, VA

Gregory K. Ingalls
Arvada, CO

Russell W. Ingram
Diboll, 7X

Roger L. Isaacs
Indianapolis, IN

Harold W. JabIon
Columbia, SC

Allan Jacobs
WataforeZ MI

Brett J. Jaffrey
Oak Ridge, TN

William C. Jaques
Irvine, CA

Spencer S. Jilek
Pasco, WA

1996 Fellowship Class

David C. Johnsen
Iowa City, IA

Georgia Kay Johnson
Iowa City, IA

William T. Johnson
Iowa City, IA

Owen K. Jones
Brooklyn, NY

Frederick H. Kahn
New York, NY

Don C. Kalant, Sr.
Aurora, IL

Wayne B. Kaldahl
Lincoln, NE

Joseph G. Kalil
Metheun, MA

Brian Kennedy
Troy, NY

James B. Killinger
Oshkosh, WI

Kenneth S. Kornblum
St. Charles, MO

Darmon D. Kuntz
Peoria, IL

William C. Kuttler
Dubuque, IA

Wallace C. Lail
Duluth, GA

John F. Laning
Little Rock, AR

Brent E. Larson
Rochester, MN

Mark A. Latta
Omaha, NE

Lawrence R. Lawton
Spokane, WA
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Mingway Lee
Loma Linda, CA

R. Dale Lentz
Indianapolis, IN

Jack H. Leverett
Bainbridge, GA

Howard I. A. Lieb
Staten Island, NY

Kenneth I. Lieberman
Ithaca, NY

Robert T. Lindner
Greensburg, PA

Stephen F. Litton
Golden Valley, MN

William K. Lobb
Milwaukee, WI

Rise' L. Lyman
San Antonio, IX

John F. Mac Namara
Atlanta, GA

William A. MacInnis
Halifax, NS, Canada

Gordon K. Mahanna
Omaha, NE

Stanley F. Malamed
Los Angeles, CA

Jay Marlin
Worcester, MA

Julie A. Marshall
Lincoln, NE

Thomas K. McCawley
Fort Lauderdale, FL

J. Michael McCoy
Knoxville, TN

William V. McCoy
Erie, PA

Michael K. McGuire
Houston, TX

Thomas S. McLellan
Battle Creek, MI

James E. Metz
Columbus, OH

Andrew M. Michanowicz
Altoona, PA

Michael E. Michel
Topeka, KS

David Mock
Toronto, ON, Canada

Edward H. Mohme
Norcross, GA

Michael P. Molvar
Lincoln, NE

Gerald R. Moon
Peoria, IL

Edward R. Mopsik
Washington, DC

Robert L. Morrow
Walsh, CO

Steven G. Morrow
Loma Linda, CA

J. Richard Moulton
Atlanta, GA

Leslie H. Muldorf
Poughkeepsie, NY

Dennis H. Munholand
Port Charlotte, FL

Fred A. Murphree, Sr.
Tupelo, MS

R. Daniel Nable
Atlanta, GA

Linda P. Nelson
Boston, MA

Dennis W. Newton, Jr.
West Columbia, SC

Howard L. Noonan
Amherst, NY

Kirk M. Norbo
Falls Church, VA

William T. O'Brien, III
Natchez, MS

Thomas W. Peterson
Norfolk, VA

William A. Pfeifer
EnglewoocZ CO

Joseph F. Piecuch
Avon, CT

Eva Piehslinger
Vienna, Austria

Joffie C. Pittman
Philadelphia, PA

A. Wright Pond
Colonial Heights, VA

Harris L. Poret
Houma, LA

Jack C. Porter
Hot Springs, AR

Alvin R. Posey
Enid, OK

Steven R. Potashnick
Chicago, IL

David S. Precious
Halifax, NS, Canada

Kenneth P. Press
Morristown, NJ

Peter M. Pronych
Halifax, NS, Canada

Robert B. Raiber
New York, NY
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Andrea Richman
Carlisle, MA

Michael R. Ricupito
Fremont, CA

John R. Ritchie
New Orleans, LA

Edward P. Roberson
Arnaudville, LA

Sherwin Z. Rosen
Palos Verdes Estates, CA

John E. Roussalis, II
Casper, WY

E. Kendall Roy
Ashland, KY

Steven M. Rubin
New York, NY

David A. Russell
Boston, MA

Glenn A. Ruthven
Houston, TX

Thomas S. Rypel
Milwaukee, WI

Harry G. Sacks
New Hyde Park, NY

John L. Sadowski
Manitowoc, WI

Joseph G. Samartano, Jr.
Cranston, RI

Edward G. Sarkisian
Dearborn, MI

David M. Sarver
Vestavia Hills, AL

Michael W. Schafhauser
St. Paul, MN

Paul D. Schuller
Edmonton, AB, Canada

Robert Schwartz
Rahway, NJ

Edward R. Scott, II
Tallahassee, FL

Donald L. Seago
Jackson, MS

Lloyd J. Searson
London, England

Harriet F. Seldin
San Diego, CA

Joseph C. Serflek
New Berlin, WI

Kevin D. Sessa
Boulder, CO

James C. Setterberg
Glenwood Springs, CO

David A. Sewell
Corpus Christi, TX

Guy S. Shampaine
Bowie, MD

Peter A. Shapiro
Seattle, WA

Robert A. Sharp, Jr.
Jacksonville, FL

Robert R. Shaw
Spokane, WA

Richard L. Sherman
Pembroke Pines, FL

Michael A. Siegel
Baltimore, MD

Fred F. Simmons, Jr.
Houston, TX

Denis E. Simon, III
Baton Rouge, LA

David M. Sinar
Cayahoga Falls, OH

1996 Fellowship Class

Keith L. Small
Denver, CO

David R. Smith
Sarasota, FL

Gerald A. Smith
Concorth NH

Thomas C. Smith
Little Rock, AR

Michael K. Sonick
FaiOelch CT

Peter M. Spalding
Lincoln, NE

Larry J. Squillace
Virginia, MN

Charles F. Squire
Wichita, KS

David R. Stevens
Grand Rapids, MI

Larry R. Stewart
Plano, TX

William C. Stiefel, Jr.
Decatur, GA

Stephen Stone
Norwood, MA

Frank P. Stout
Fayetteville, NC

Stephen G. Stratton
Westfield, NY

Peter W. Stutman
Montreah QU, Canada

John A. Suchina
Houston, IX

Raymond M. Sugiyama
Los Alamitos, CA

Joseph M. Sullivan
Troy, NY
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John A. Svirsky
Richmond, VA

Loren C. Swanson
Oshkosh, WI

Peter M. Tan
Mt. Airy, MD

Donald R. Tharp
Indianapolis, IN

George P. Thomas
Washington, DC

Edward D. Thornblade
Scottdale, PA

V. Roger Tibbetts
Spring Valley, CA

Joseph A. Toljanic
Chicago, IL

Calvin D. Torneck
Toronto, ON, Canada

Robert E. Towe
Stone Mountain, GA

John D. Townsend
Seattle, WA

Paul D. Tripodi
Indiana, PA

Albert T. Twesme
Las Vegas, NV

Stephanie A. Urillo
Southington, CT

Barry D. Wagenberg
Livingston, NJ

Lewis C. Walker
Jacksonville, FL

Terence E. Walsh
Metairie, LA

Robert L. Wanker
Clarksburg, WV

Lyvonne M. Washington
Indianapolis, IN

Russell I. Webb
Upland, CA

Jerome P. Wellbrock
Covington, KY

R. Dean White
Bedford, 7X

Ray C. Williams
Chapel Hill, NC

Thomas P. Williams
Washington, DC

George P. Willis
Indianapolis, IN

Vaughn F. Wipf
Santa Barbara, CA

Everan C. Woodland
Blue Bell, PA

bye D. Wright
Tuscaloosa, AL

James C. Yeargin
Daytona Beach, FL

Kenneth P. Yonan
Glenview, IL

Roy E. Ziff
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ

Mary M. Ziomek
College Park, MD

Howard W. Zuckerman
Lombard, IL
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Profiles in Professionalism:
1996 ACD Awardees

William John Gies Award

The William John Gies Award was established by the
American College of Dentists in 1939 to recognize Fellows
for outstanding service to dentistry and its allied fields. This
award embodies the highest levels of professionalism, and
it is the highest honor the College confers on its members.

Charles A. McCallum, DDS

One of the few members of the dental pro-
fession who has been the president and chan-
cellor of a major university, Dr. Charles A.
McCallum, has the distinction of receiving the
highest honor the ACD can bestow upon a
Fellow, the William J. Gies Award. Dr.
McCallum served as President of the Univer-
sity of Alabama at Birmingham 1987 through

1993. Dr. McCallum was the first representative from dentistry
to serve on the Board of Commissioners Joint Commission on
Accreditation of Health Care Organizations and served as
Chairman of the Board of Commissioners 1987 through 1988.

During his tenure as President of UAB, he focused the re-
sources of the University of Alabama at Birmingham on the
problems of disadvantaged children and families in urban ar-
eas. He also focused UAB's efforts to offer more educational
funding opportunities to minorities to increase the talent pool
from which UAB and other institutions could recruit more
faculty members. Increased educational opportunities for mi-
norities also meant more highly educated people for profes-
sions other than academia. This program gave access to higher
education at all levels, from summer internships for high school
students, to undergraduate scholarships to graduate and post-
graduate fellowships.

In Alabama, he is known as a "can do miracle worker"
who, through all of his accomplishments, maintained a viable
oral and maxillofacial surgery practice. Through personal in-

volvement, he built bridges of significance to the community,
forging relationships with every segment of society and every
interest group.

Kindness is a term most often used to characterize the man.
As dental dean, he stuffed his lab coat pockets with butter-
scotch candies, handing them out in offices across campus. At
Christmas, he switched to peppermint. When Christmas fell on
a Wednesday, Dr. McCallum declared the preceding Monday
and Tuesday holidays for the employees, while he maintained
his regular work schedule making hospital rounds. It has not
been uncommon for him to drop in on or stop people on the
street, just to talk, as he enjoys meeting as many of the UAB
community as possible. He continues to give of himself in the
community by personal involvement in many community or-
ganizations, including serving as General Campaign Chairman
of the United Way of Central Alabama.

Honorary Fellowship

The ACD confers Honorary Fellowship upon persons who
are not members of the dental profession, but have made
outstanding contributions to the advancement of the
profession and its service to the public. These contributions
may be in education, research, administration, public
service, public health, medicine, and many other areas.

Burton C. Borgelt

The individual who is the recipient of the
Honorary Fellowship Award for 1996 began
his dental industry career as a delivery boy in
Ohio in 1953. Fifteen yeas later, the company
he began his career with was purchased by
Litton Industries and he was named Vice-
President of Marketing. One year later, he
was promoted to President of the company.
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Awarded the Tomes Medal of the British Dental Associa-
tion (1989), this man is the second American to be so honored.
In 1990, he was honored by the Canadian Dental Association
with the Special Friend of Canadian Dentistry Award. Among
their blessings in life, this man and his wife count seven children
and twelve grandchildren.

The individual being honored, who rose from a modest
beginning to such heights is Burton C. Borgelt, retired Chair-
man of the Board of Directors of Dentsply International, now
serving as a Director of the company. Mr. Borgelt is currently
President of the National Foundation of Dentistry for the
Handicapped.

Merit Award

The supporting services of dentistry are vital to the
profession, providing key elements which enhance the
effectiveness of dental care delivery and the growth of the
profession. The ACD's Award of Merit was established by
the Board of Regents in 1959 to recognize unusual
contributions in dentistry and its service to humanity by
persons who are not Fellows of the College.

Martha S. Phillips

Respected throughout the country as an un-
flagging supporter of organized dentistry, Ms.
Martha Phillips is this year's Award of Merit
recipient. Ms. Phillips' constant goal during her
distinguished career as Executive Director of
the Georgia Dental Association is ensuring
dentistry receives all the respect and consider-
ation it is due.

Ms. Phillips is being so honored because of her commit-
ment to the profession, her invaluable contribution to the
growth and activity of the GDA, her esteem and reputation as
a state association executive, her influence and success as
dentistry's lobbyist and representative in state legislative activi-
ties, as well as the admiration and respect she has enjoyed in her
work with ADA. Ms. Phillips, as part of a coalition of health
care providers, was a main impetus behind the passage of pa-
tient protection, anti-gag rule, and point-of-service legislation
this year in Georgia.

Ms. Phillips has just been elected Secretary/Treasurer of the
American Association of Constituent Dental Executives and
has been asked to serve on the ADA's Executive Directors
Advisory Committee.

Service Award

This award is presented to recognize outstanding efforts of
a Fellow of the American College of Dentists for
exceptional and distinguished service to the College or to
humanity through his or her professional service.

Jeremiah J. Lowney, Jr., DDS

Dr. Jeremiah Lowney, this year's recipient of
the Service Award, is the oldest of eleven chil-
dren, born in an Irish neighborhood in Massa-
chusetts. Dr. Lowney served a three-year tour
of duty as a Navy Dental Officer, where he
attained the rank of Lieutenant Commander.
He is the father of four children and the
grandfather of two boys. Dr. Lowney has

practiced orthodontics in Massachusetts since 1966.
For the past twenty-eight years, Dr. Lowney has been very

involved in professional, church, and civic activities. His profes-
sional affiliations include being an Associate Clinical Professor
of Orthodontics at the University of Connecticut. Dr.
Lowney's civic affiliations and individual honors are numerous.

In 1982, Dr. Lowney began working in makeshift slum
clinics in Haiti, where he was eventually joined by Mother
Teresa's Sisters. In 1985, he formed the Haitian Health Founda-
tion and has been its President since starting the tax-exempt
foundation. The Haitian Health Foundation has built a medical,
dental, nutritional clinic complex that now serves over four
hundred of the hemisphere's poorest people each day. A liaison
has been formed with the University of Connecticut Health
Center. Faculty and students provide their skills and learn Third
World health care. Adults and children have received recon-
structive facial surgery for cleft palate and facial deformities by
surgical teams from this health center. The clinic has been desig-
nated by U.S. Ambassador Alvin Adams as the finest health
care facility in Haiti.
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Dental Managed Care
in the Context of Ethics

The Officers and Regents of the American College of Dentists

Definitions
Managed care is a market mecha-

nism for distributing oral health care re-
sources. There are four essential features
which together define managed care:
1. It is a secondary market; dental health

care opportunity, not care itself, is
brokered in the managed care mar-
ket. In this fashion it might best be
termed "brokered care" since future
dental visits are actually bought and
sold rather than oral health itself

2. It is a four-party system; there are (a)
patients, (b) dentists [together com-
prising the primary market], (c) bro-
kers, and (d) purchasers [the latter
two comprising the secondary mar-
ket].

3. Costs and benefits are calculated in
the aggregate; not on an individual
basis. Plan purchasers buy a package
of benefits. Third parties work on an
actuarial basis. Dentists cannot use
conventional per-procedure account-
ing to figure their return; only aggre-
gate marginal analysis works.

4. Some of the dental health care dollars
are shifted from providing care to
managing the market.
There are eight characteristics of

managed dental care that seem to be
emerging, which although they do not
define managed care, are usually the fo-
cus of discussion:
1. Income of providers tends to be

lowered
2. Income of brokers tends to rise
3. Cost to purchasers tends to be low-

ered

4. Risk is spread more evenly across the
four parties

5. Access to care among the marginally
served tends to be increased

6. There are pressures for standardizing
dental care

7. Large databases on care delivery are
being assembled by third parties

8. More opportunities for ethically
based decisions are created for den-
tists
The aspirational statements of the

American College of Dentists are a vol-
untary set of ethical guidelines that all Fel-
lows of the College hold as goals in their
professional lives.
A Fellow of the College will ...

1. Value truthfulness as the basis for
trust in the dentist-patient relationship
(Veracity)

2. Treat all individuals and groups in a
fair and equitable manner (Justice)

3. Recognize the dignity and intrinsic
worth of individuals and their rights
to make choices (Autonomy)

4. Respect the rights of individuals to
hold disparate views in ethics dis-
course and dialogue as these views
arise from diverse personal, ethnic, or
cultural norms (Tolerance)

5. Be sensitive to and empathizes with
individual and societal needs for
comfort and help (Compassion)

6. Strive to achieve the highest level of
knowledge, skills, and ability within
his or her capacity (Competence)

7. Be committed to involvement in
professional endeavors that enhance
knowledge, skills, judgment, and in-

tellectual development for the benefit
of society (Professionalism)

8. Act in the best interests of patients
and society even when there are con-
flicts with the dentist's personal self-
interest (Beneficence)

9. Incorporate core values as the basis
for ethical practice and the founda-
tion for honorable character (Integ-
rity)
It is the position of the American

College of Dentists that ethical practice
takes precedence over features of any
particular system of delivering or paying
for care. Managed care can be viewed in
the context of ethics; the opposite is not
meaningful. The core aspirational values
of the College are identified in bold in
the following analysis of managed care.

Managed Core per se
Managed care is a market mecha-

nism. Dentists and patients participate
out of the same motivation as purchas-
ers and carriers — economic advantage.
Although ethical abuses might be caused
by participants in such a system, in
theory, the system is neither good nor
bad. However, to protect against moral
risk, the following principles are consid-
ered primary:

A. The ethical and professional aspects of den-
fishy must always take precedence over its
economic ones. The market nature ofman-
aged dental care must always be evaluated in
an ethical and professional context whereas
the reverse is not meaningrui
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Although managed care per se might
be regarded as ethically neutral, it does
confront the profession with increased
levels of ethical risk. Increased vigilance is
necessary in order to avoid the ethical
compromises associated with maintain-
ing different standards of care for pa-
tients on different payment systems,
passing the costs of bad business deci-
sions on to patients, and failing to fully
disclose pertinent information to pa-
tients, for example. The principle
of justice would be violated if it were
found that managed care distributed oral
health care in an inappropriate manner or
that it lowered the overall level of care
provided (as would be the case if
chronically low levels of compensation
undermined the research foundation or
reduced the number of care providers).

The most serious of the ethical risks
to which managed care exposes the pro-
fession concerns autonomy of the pa-
tient, the dentists, and to some extent the
purchaser. Autonomy encompasses indi-
viduals' free choice of their own futures,
subject to not causing harm to others. It
remains to be determined by ethical
analysis whether the restructuring of
large segments of the health care system
based on aggregate patient characteristics
is in conflict with the ethical principle of
autonomy. Coercion — forced choices
between avoidable undesirable alterna-
tives — and withholding or distorting
information are factors contributing to
limited autonomy. Veracity is also a re-
lated ethical risk.

B. Iris unethicalto participate in managed care
programs that require the dentist to know-
inglycoerce patients or limit the inimmation
available to them kr making infmned deci-
sions about their care

Obligations of Dentists
Who Participate in
Managed Core Systems

The dentist-patient relationship is of-
ten altered in managed care arrange-
ments, and incidents have been reported
of attempts to justify substandard den-
tistry based on terms imposed by man-
aged care contracts. At this time there is

no conclusive evidence that dental care
delivered in managed care settings is dif-
ferent in quality from care delivered in
traditional systems. The potential for
undertreatment represented by selection
of care based on coverage rather than
need, failure to diagnose, use of inferior
materials or performing careless work,
rationing access to care, or delegating to
unqualified support staff is real. But this
risk is not inevitable — it is always medi-
ated through the dentist's personal
choice of standards of care. Economic
self-interest should not be placed higher
than the aspirational goals of compas-
sion, justice, and beneficence.

C The standard ofcare must be the same fix
aII patients regardless ofthe means ofreim-
butsement available to patients.

It is possible that dentists may dis-
cover themselves in contractual arrange-
ments that force a choice between com-
promised patient care and personal eco-
nomic loss to the dentist. If this situation
arises because the dentist was mislead or
defrauded by a carrier, appropriate legal
action against the carrier should be fol-
lowed, always with the help of compe-
tent legal advise and the support of the
profession (pmfessionalism). If the un-
sound contractual arrangement resulted
from the dentist making a decision that
was not fully informed, both the dentist
and his or her patients have been put at
risk by the dentist's negligence. The con-
cept of competence in dentistry extends
to the safety, personnel, financial, and
other areas of dental practice, as well as
to technical matters. Because the dentist
assumes personal responsibility for pro-
viding care under the terms of all reim-
bursement systems accepted in the of-
fice, diligence in selecting such programs
is also the dentist's responsibility.

D. It is an ethical obligation to fully explore and
understand all terms ofcontraaual arrange-
ments and their implications for practice
prior to committing to than

Managed care cannot be used in any
way to shift responsibility for patient

care from the dentist. The basic tenants
cf veracity should prevent one from
justifying substandard care by pointing to
other's rules. Especially disturbing would
be any attempt to involve or use others
in such a system.

E. Employing or directing underqualified indi-
vich zals in order to profit from a lower stan-
dard ofave offered to patients in a managed
care system is inherendy unethical

Obligations of Dentists
Who Do Not Participate
in Managed Core Systems

The emergence of managed care has
created division within the profession.
Differences in the relative importance of
values intrinsic to the profession, actual
and perceived competition among prac-
titioners, and uncertainty about how the
profession should respond collectively
have caused undesirable tensions among
dentists. While the choice to participate,
the nature of participation, or the choice
of not participating in managed care sys-
tems is a personal matter, there are some
ethical obligations that apply to dentists
not involved with managed care.

Professionalism and tolerance are
clearly established principles in dentistry.
The American Dental Association Prin-
ciples of Ethics and Code of Profes-
sional Conduct lays out guidelines for
criticizing the work of colleagues. The
aspirational principle of tolerance ap-
plies in such cases as well.

F. Dentists shall be obliged to report to the ap-
propriate reviewing agency as determined by
the locll component orconstituentsocietyin-
stances ofgross or continual  &dry treatment
by other dentists. Action is requited because
the patient's oral health is being threatened
and not because ofthe nature ofthe reim-
butsernentsystem.

Patients have a right to know why
their dentists choose not to participate in
managed care systems. It is as important
to carefully think through one's position
to avoid managed care as it is to evaluate
offered contracts. This is the essence of
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integrity. It may even be appropriate to
present this professional position in writ-
ing. A personalized variant of the fol-
lowing position would convey a profes-
sional respect for patients' health and
dignity without maligning managed care.

G. I believe in proviclingthe highest level ofcare
possible to my patients. After carefulb, study-
ing the plans availabk as suppkments fir pa-
tients' responsibilio fir their own health, I
have not found any which permit me to #r
the level of care I believe my patients are en-
tided tv. I would be pleased to discuss various
plims and alternatives with you.

Obligations of the
Profession

Managed care is an issue facing the
profession as well as individual dentists.
While single practitioners cannot be re-
lieved of their personal responsibility in
patient care, there are several aspects of
an altered economic system for allocat-
ing oral health care that can only be ad-
dressed at a larger level. In fact, one of
the characteristics of managed care is its
emphasis on aggregate rather than indi-
vidual markets. Another feature of man-
aged care is the involvement of four
parties in place of the customary dentist-
patient dyad.

The economic interest of carriers and
purchasers call for one kind of regula-
tion of quality while health concerns of
dentists and patients call for a different
type. The principles of integrity and
competence require that dentists retain
full responsibility for defining, monitor-
ing, and enforcing technical dental stan-
dards of care. Professionalism can be
used to justify the obligation that the
profession as a whole engage in coop-
erative evaluation of the economic and
patient satisfaction aspects of care.

H. Organized denting and other groups con-
cerned with oral health should aaiveb, engage
managed care carriers and purchasers to cre-
ate .ystems fir ensuringappropliak economic
and patient satisfaction outcomes and deudep
or enforce existing regulations to protect the
quality (fond health ofpatierlis.

Managed care is based on a number
of assumptions about the relationship
between oral health and cost factors that
have not so far been supported with ad-
equate data. Specifically, the following
hypotheses stand in need of verification
(veracity):

a. The cost of introducing a market
intermediary is less than the im-
provement in overall oral health
that such an intermediary intro-
duces.

b. It is possible to reduce variation
around the least expensive accept-
able alternative sufficiently to
avoid the damage caused by ran-
dom undercare.

c. Market-driven reimbursement
patterns across the range of ser-
vice, including diagnosis and pre-
vention, match the optimal alloca- 4.

tion of care.
d. The benefit of aggregate decrease

in overall level of excellence of
care to acceptable levels will be
offset by greater aggregate utiliza-
tion rates.

I. The pmfission should both focus issues critical
to the evaluation of managed care and
gather, interpret, and disseminate research
bearingon these questions.

The emergence of managed care is
heightening the importance of several is-
sues already recognized as being espe-
cially important to the profession and the
patients it serves. There is a history of
progress in each of the following areas:

a. Valid and interpretable informa-
tion about the outcomes of treat-
ment.

b. Standards of care that are uni-
form enough to provide guidance
and flexible enough to accom-
modate patient individuality.

c. Training of dentists in business
and interpersonal skills sufficient
to support practices based on
quality dental care for patients.

d. Advocacy for patient oral health
at the individual and group levels.

e. Training of dentists in the ethics of
the dental profession.
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f. Forums for the presentation and
debate of issues critical to the oral
health of America.

The profession should refocus on the tradi-
tionally important roles of serving dentists
through treatment outcomes data standards
cfcare, business training advocacy fir patient
oral health, trainingin ethic andfirrumsfirr
policy issues in order to improve oral health of
patients.
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Alternative Approaches to Ethics

IF
thical analysis is not a closed
procedure; living as an ethical
professional is more than

i 

learning and applying a set of
rules. In this section, seven thinkers
knowledgeable in the subject were asked
to present alternative approaches to ethi-

Managing Carefully

Hal, Jerry, and Ross had become fast
friends in dental school in the '60s and
started a scratch group practice together
right after graduation. It worked because
they put in the hours, treated their patients
with great respect, provided excellent
quality care, and established their practice
in a growing community.

They were sitting in the staff room
debating the merits of a managed care
proposal. The staff had left a half an hour
ago. The three dentists appeared more
tired and tense than usual. They had
developed a thriving practice, one patient
at a time. They managed their practice
very carefully. Slightly more than half their
patients had insurance coverage; only Jerry
saw the occasional Medicare patient.

"I just don't like it on principle," Hal
was saying. "We have always agreed that
the basis of this practice — the basis of any
quality practice — is the patient. We

cal analysis and to apply them to a com-
mon case involving managed care in
dentistry. The writers are presenting the
basic approaches assigned to them; these
do not necessarily represent the pre-
ferred nor the only way they approach
ethical issues.

provide quality because we have quality
patients. The patient comes first ..."

Ross continued the thought, "and
second, and third ... We have done so
well because we selected our patients to
be the ones who want and can afford
excellent oral health care. That's what
distinguishes us from some of the other
practices in town; we have worked to
build up a true family of patients who
appreciate the quality of the care we
provide."

"That's precisely my point," returned
Hal. "I object to managed care on the
theoretical grounds that it destroys the
doctor-patient relationship. These
companies tell the patients who they can
see, for what, when, and all that. There is
no freedom for the patient, no choice.
Managed care focuses so much on
controlling cost that it reduces everything
to a commodity. They buy and sell

Readers are also invited to try their
hands with this case. It is clear that even
the experts haven't said the last word.
Send your responses to the editor.

patients. They look at averages; not real
people."

Jerry, who seemed to be absorbed in
the financial analyses the office manager
and accountant had provided, interjected
without looking up, "If our patients were
on managed care programs, do you know
what our practice would be worth on the
market? Zip! A few thousand for the
equipment, maybe. Probably less because
of that ugly sofa in your office, Ross. You
are right, Hal. The measure of any practice
is the patients — whoever owns the
patients owns the practice."

"I wish it were that simple," said Ross.
"Times change; this is not the '60s. These
are not the same patients we started with.
More and more, everybody is focused on
price. We are in a different market now.
There certainly are no more dentists in
town than there were ten or fifteen years
ago when you consider the number of
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patients, but our 'so-called colleagues' are
different too. We all used to be
professional: only internal marketing,
everyone belonged to the ADA,
comparable fees, no bad-mouthing your
colleagues. Now it's all competition, cut-
rate care, advertising, over-billing the
insurance companies to get even, and
unethical practices that the state board
won't do anything about because of
threats of law suit over 'contract rights.'
Virtue is fine — in a virtuous society. I hate
managed care as much as any dentist
does, but let's be realistic, we're talking
about survival. Either we get the patients
or somebody else will get them and make
a living off poor quality care. We have
already lost several families on that
teacher contract. They say they would like
to stay with us, but they can't afford to."

Jerry, still buried in the financial
reports, added, "Of course you are right. I
hate to reduce this to a money thing, but
there really is always a 'bottom line.' The
way I read these figures, on this plan from
the computer assembly plant deal, we
could break even with a cap rate of $13."

"Excuse my French, but 'no way!" Hal
was adamant. "We've been through all
those calculations about marginal

contribution, excess capacity, co-payments,
and utilization rates. I don't care what the
accountant says, I don't care what the
spreadsheet analysis from the ADA says, I
don't care what anyone says ... There will
always be patients under the capitation
systems on whom dentists will lose money
if they provide the care the patient should
have. And that is moral entrapment of the
dentist on the part of these companies.
They are tempting young dentists and
others with weak ethics to abuse these
patients."

"Exactly," was Ross's reaction. "It is
economic exploitation. The dentist has to
take all the risk. Some of these insurance
executives are making three and four
million dollars a year. And it's coming right
out of the hide of the dentist. Our free
market system, which is what this country
is built on, is being eroded. What we
need is some laws that have real teeth in
them that limit what these companies can
do."

Jerry finally looked up from his papers.
"Is there such a thing as free-market
socialism? Somebody, and I don't know
who it is, seems to be pushing for the idea
that everyone ought to have top quality
dental care whether they can afford it or

Ethics

not. The patients who can afford it and the
dentists are being asked to subsidize the
care of a lot of patients who don't even
want dental care and don't know how to
maintain what they get. And the insurance
companies are getting rich off this system.
I have no problem with seeing some
Medicare patients every once and a while
or volunteering for school screening, but
that should be my choice. If doing
something in the public good is required,
it's no longer an ethical choice."

"Jerry, you're too much of a
philosopher," said Hal. "Listen, you guys
do what you want, but I'm not going
along with this contract My self-concept as
a professional is just incompatible with the
notion of inserting disinterested third
parties between me and the patient."

"Count me out, too," added Ross. "If
the profession will just stick together, if all
the facts are known, this thing is going to
blow over. Dentistry is not like medicine."

"I guess that makes it unanimous," said
Jerry. "There are too many 'ifs' in these
numbers. I owe it to my family not to
compromise the economic viability of the
practice."
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Principles of Dental Ethics and
the Ethics of Managed Care

Thomas K. Hasegawa, Jr., DDS, FACD
Merrill Matthews, Jr., PhD

D
entists Hal, Jerry, and Ross
are faced with a dilemma that
at first glance might appear to
be a financial dilemma affect-

ing their patient load and income from
their practice. However, a closer exami-
nation reveals that they are faced with an
ethical dilemma that challenges some of
their most basic assumptions about how
patient care should be delivered. Their
dilemma: whether to stay with their cur-
rent fee-for-service arrangement or to
participate in a managed care program.

For these three dentists, this choice is
not just about managed care and its risks,
benefits, and burdens. Rather, it raises
more fundamental questions — ques-
tions faced by all of us, regardless of our
situations, at some point in our lives.
Should our decisions be guided by what
we think is right, or by what will yield the
best outcome? Should our actions be
guided by our personal or professional
principles or by the search for the best
consequences?

Identifying How We
Approach Ethical Decisions

When faced with an ethical dilemma
people tend to fall into two distinct cat-
egories. Some people believe that there
are principles which are always right, and
so should be followed regardless of the
consequences. We shall call them
"principlists." By contrast, there are oth-
ers, many of whom may believe
strongly in certain principles, but who are
willing to put their principles aside if they

believe the consequences of a situation
demands it. We will call them
‘`consequentialists."

Much of the history of ethics — and
what is often at the center of any ethical
dilemma — is the debate over whether
people should be guided by principles or
consequences. There are strong feelings
on both sides of the question.

Since principlists believe there are ab-
solute rights and wrongs, they often ac-
cuse consequentialists of being immoral
because they have no principles they
value as absolute, that is, that cannot be
set aside. Thus, we have the motto, often
delivered with a sneer, that the ends
never justify the means.

Consequentialists, on the other hand,
are not looking for what is "right" so
much as what is "good", i.e., what
maximizes pleasure or, conversely, mini-
mizes pain. They identify with the old
rancher in Ogden Nash's play "The
Rainmaker", when he grabs the pistol
away from his outraged son who in-
tends to shoot the rainmaker for making
love to the rancher's daughter in an ef-
fort to restore confidence in herself. The
rancher knows adultery is wrong, but as
a consequentialist he is willing to set that
principle aside because he thinks in this
case the adultery may be beneficial.
"Noah, you're so full of what's right", the
old rancher exclaims to his son, "you
can't see what's good" (Emphasis added).

In fact, many consequentialists believe
that, if the truth be known, principlists
are only putting up a moral sham. While

they may talk principles and absolutes,
when faced with a serious ethical di-
lemma, one that could have a substantial
impact on the principlists' lives or fi-
nances, they will set their principles aside
and be guided by the consequences of
their actions. The principlists may even
try to rationalize their actions to others
by pointing to some fundamental prin-
ciples they embrace. But if you scratch
them, you will find a consequentialist un-
derneath.

However, though principlists believe
there are actions which are always right
or always wrong, that does not mean
that they agree on which actions are right
and which ones are wrong. Even the
source of these absolute moral principles
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can be disputed, with some principlists
seeking their absolutes internally, e.g.,
conscience, and others looking to some
external source of authority, such as the
Bible, the U.S. Constitution or, for our
purposes, the ADA Code of Ethics.'

Likewise, though consequentialists
agree that ethical decisions should strive
to achieve the greatest good, they often
do not agree what the greatest good
would be or whether the object of that
good should be the individual making
the decision (known as ethical egoism) or
as many people as possible (utilitarian-
ism).

While it is probably fair to say that
the majority of academic philosophers
— and, indeed, most individuals for that
matter — take a utilitarian approach, the
professions have largely taken a
principlist approach. That's why they
create codes of ethics which members
of the profession are expected to adhere
to. Do members of the various profes-
sions sometimes set their professional
codes aside when they believe the conse-
quences of an ethical dilemma demand
it? Yes, at least for some principles in the
code, but not for all. Principled journal-
ists have gone to prison rather than re-
veal their sources to an inquiring judge.
Principled attorneys will refuse to divulge
privileged information under the
attorney-client relationship. Editors may
resign before they give up their principle
of the freedom of the press. And prin-
cipled health care providers will never re-
veal information subject to the
physician-patient relationship.

Unfortunately, however, one prin-
ciple sometimes comes into conflict with
others. As a result, professionals are
forced to examine their conflicting prin-
ciples in an effort to determine which
principle or principles are paramount.

Principles in Conflict
The philosopher W.D. Ross has pro-

posed a theory of "prima facie duties"
that explain the relationship between
moral duties and obligations and how
we prioritize our principles. Philosophers
have identified four approaches meant
to help us sort through the issues when
principles come into conflict.

Nonmaleficence. Nonmaleficence is
common to our understanding of health
care ethics and associated with the
maxim, Primum non nocere: "Above all (or
first) do no harm".2 There are two ways
to understand the importance of this
principle. First it focuses on the priority
of restraining actions that would harm
another. For example, you have assessed
that your patient is at high risk for surgi-
cal extractions even after you have re-
ceived a family physician's release to pro-
ceed, so in order to avoid harming the
patient you feel compelled to secure a
second opinion from a cardiologist or
to call the physician to discuss your con-

The professions hove
largely token o

principalist approach.

cems. However, if emergency care was
necessary and time was of the essence,
the additional time needed for the con-
sultation may result in harming the pa-
tient.
A second way to understand this

principle is that obligations not to harm
patients are different from obligations to
help the patient. Competent dentists
make this decision when they refer pa-
tients to specialists because the patients'
needs may exceed the skills of the clini-
cian.' Some philosophers believe this is
the only true principle of ethics, or as the
philosopher William Frankena contends,
that nonmaleficence takes precedence
over beneficence.4

Beneficence. A second principle is re-
ferred to as beneficence, or benefiting
others. The benefit of the patient has
long been held as a central value in the
dental profession's ADA Codes of Eth-
ics.' The daily practice of the competent
dentist includes removing harmful con-
ditions such as infective teeth and carious
tooth structure, preventing harm through
home care instructions and dietary coun-
seling, and benefiting patients through
community service such as by oral can-
cer screenings or even electing to pro-
vide some indigent care in the office. The
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principle of beneficence refers to a
moral obligation to act for the benefit of
others by helping them further their im-
portant and legitimate interests.2

Autonomy. Respect for patient au-
tonomy is the third principle on the list.
Respect for autonomy refers to the fact
that the patient is a moral being and
therefore deserves our respect. For ex-
ample, the philosopher Immanuel Kant
(one of the most famous philosophical
principlists) has argued that people (in
our case, patients) have unconditional
value and we should value them as an
end in themselves, and not as a means to
an ends. A dentist may, for example,
make a judgment that a patient is unable
to afford extensive dental care based on
the way that patient may be dressed, or
that they have a low dental "IQ." As a
result, the dentist may then propose ex-
tractions and complete dentures rather
than the more costly and complicated
periodontal and restorative care fol-
lowed by fixed or removable partial
dentures. Such a decision ignores the
patient's right to patient involvement, as
the ADA Code strongly supports.' To
respect patient autonomy means that we
acknowledge in action and attitude the
person's right to make choices based on
his or her own values and beliefs.2 Pa-
tients do not leave their values at the
operatory door any more than health
care professionals do (or should).

Justice. Justice is explained by various
philosophers in terms such as fairness,
dessert (what is deserved), and entitle-
ment (that to which one is entitled).2 For
example, some issues relate to proce-
dural justice such as who should be
treated first, and, if your 8:00 a.m. pa-
tient is twenty minutes late, is it fair to
treat the late patient if it would make all
of the other morning patients wait? Or
should you replace a fixed partial den-
ture because the porcelain fails under
normal usage after six months? Other is-
sues touch on what is known as distribu-
tive justice, or how we should distribute
rights and responsibilities in society. Who
should have access to care, the person
with the most money or the one with the
most need? Or is there a right to health
care?
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Thus, to say a dentist is committed to
a principled ethical approach does not
narrow that person's ethical options. In
many ways it expands them as he or she
tries to determine which principles are
most important and how to resolve
those principles which appear to be in
conflict.

Principled Dentistry and the
Dilemma of Managed Care

The clinicians in the case at hand do
not really know whether they are
principlists or consequentialists — but,
then, most people don't. They are sim-
ply trying to talk through the issue to dis-
cover where their individual and collec-
tive values lie.

As the discussion progresses, they
look at their past, their training, their
practice, their patients, their commitment
to quality care both in the past and in the
future, their financial future, and the di-
lemma imposed on them by the trend
towards managed care. The financial in-
centives in managed care, i.e., a capitated
rate for each patient which gives the den-
tist a financial incentive to not provide
quality care if that is the most expensive
care — is at odds with their training and
basic professional principles.5'6 Hal refers
to it as "moral entrapment" and Ross as
"economic exploitation." These incen-
tives are often viewed as creating prob-
lems of overtreatment in fee-for-service
dental care and undertreatment in capita-
tion practices.7 For medicine, the incen-
tives may result in the exclusion of sicker
patients, rationing by inconvenience, bur-
densome micromanagement of clinical
decisions, or denial of beneficial but ex-
pensive care to some patients, either by
micromanagement or by perverse incen-
tives to providers.'

As they grope for an ethical solution
to their dilemma, they consider the con-
sequences of their actions. Jerry points
out that while he hates to bring up the fi-
nancial element, "There really is always a
'bottom line." But it is Hal who sets the
tone when he makes the statement "I
just don't like it on principle." The prin-
ciple he identifies is that managed care
"...destroys the doctor-patient relation-
ship." Now, the dentists could base this

principle on the ADA Code of Ethics,
but they don't. Rather, they associate this
principle with their training back in the
1960s and thus tie their principle to an
external source (as discussed above).

All three recognize that the nature of
the practice of dentistry is evolving, and
it may be moving away from
fee-for-service care to managed care. All
three also recognize that they could be fi-
nancially harmed by the encroaching
managed care element, but all three also
recognize that they could be financially
harmed if they stay in a fee-for-service
system because they could lose a num-
ber of patients. They don't know the fu-
ture (as the principlist Kant liked to point
out). They might make more money or
less money if they shift to a managed
care arrangement, but they feel fairly con-
fident they will be making less money if
they don't. Thus, if they were
consequentialists, the financial role would
probably be paramount in their decision,
and they would join managed care.

But while the financial element plays a
strong role in their decision-making pro-
cess, all three eventually come to the con-
clusion that the quality of care — the ele-
ment they have staked their dental prac-
tice and reputation on — is the para-
mount value at stake. Though
unarticulated, all three eventually recog-
nize that they are principlists and that the
principle they refuse to set aside is the
quality of care which they think could be
threatened under managed care. The
three dentists agree that they shall reject
the seduction of managed care and opt
for quality of care regardless of the con-
sequences.

Conclusion
As the health care system moves for-

ward toward the next century, it must
come to grips with two "needs": the
need to control health care spending and
the need to maintain — if not improve
— quality. If managed care is to remain a
viable method of reimbursement, it must
become compatible with the highest
quality of care. Many dentists are under-
standably skeptical that managed care
and quality care can coexist. If managed
care is to remain with us, the burden

must fall on those who run managed
care systems to establish policies and
capitation rates that ensure quality care.

In response to both ethical issues
about managed care, the ADA Council
on Ethics, Bylaws and Judicial Affairs
published the following statement:

The dental profession is challenged today to
maintain its high ethical standards in the face of
changes in the dental marketplace and the
ginwth ofmanaged care The ethical statements
subscribed to by dr pokssion ',Lace the patient's
welEire above any other considezation. Although
the method ofhailth catedeliverymaychange the
oveniding duty ofthe dentist will always be to
provide quality are in a competent and timely
manner.

Dentists who enter into managed care agree-
ments may be called upon to reconcile the de-
mands placed on them to contain costs with the
needs oftheir patients. Dentists must not allow
these demands to interfere with the patient's right
to select a =anent option based on inthnned
consent Nor should dentists allow anything to
interfete with the EEC exercise oftheirprokssional
judgment or their duty to make appinpriate ir-
krrals ifindicated Dentists are reminded that
contract obligations do not exa Ice them from
their ethic?" duty to put the patient's welfare
fuse
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Virtue Theory and a Dental
Managed Care Case

David Ozar, PhD

T
he aim of the moral theorist is
to articulate sets of concepts
about the elements of human
moral life at its best that will

help others do their moral thinking more
clearly and effectively. The tradition of
moral theorizing that is today called "vir-
tue theory" was developed extensively
by Plato, Aristotle, and other ancient,
medieval, and Renaissance thinkers and
by others since then. It was out of favor
among English-speaking academic
moral theorists during much of the
twentieth century, but has been undergo-
ing a major resurgence in recent years.
The elements of human moral life that
virtue theories try to articulate are part of
the fabric of daily life so the following
brief summary of the role of virtues in
our moral life should sound familiar.

Much of recent Western moral
theory has focused on actions, trying to
articulate the specific characteristics of
our actions that make them right or
wrong, morally acceptable, required, op-
tional, or prohibited, and so on. The
long tradition of virtue theory, on the
other hand, has focused its attention on
the characteristics of persons. Moral
theory that focuses on actions can assist
us when we are perplexed about how to
behave in a particular situation. Those
who stress action-oriented ethics gener-
ally think that being told to act like a par-
ticular kind of person who is possessed
of certain virtues is not concrete enough
guidance. But action-focused theories of-
ten overlook how much of our conduct
is shaped, not by self-conscious delibera-

tion about how to act, but by the habits
we have built up — both good habits
(virtues) and bad ones (vices). The moral
life is, to an important degree, a matter
of becoming a certain kind of person
with certain kinds of habits. It also has,
therefore, an important developmental
aspect. Both action and virtue theories
are needed for an adequate account of
human moral life and reflection.

What characteristics of persons are
morally admirable, are worth imitating,
worth recommending to one another,
and worth teaching to our children?
How do these characteristics relate to the
rest of a human personality and to our
interactions with one another? How do
humans come to develop and solidify
these characteristics within their own per-
sonalities and how can we help others to
do so? These are the kinds of questions
that thinkers in the virtue tradition have
focused on.

But before we examine these matters,
we need first to ask: What is a virtue?
Aristotle's answer to this question in the
Nicomachean Ethics has stood the test of
time: a virtue is a complex, habitual pat-
tern of human life concerned with some
human excellence. First, it is a complex, ha-
bitual pattern of life which includes not
only a pattern of acting in a certain way,
but also an ease of acting this way and
the ability to identify when acting this
way is appropriate. Second, it is a pattern
of life that concerns some human excel-
lence.

But what is to be counted as human
excellence? Ancient, medieval, and Re-
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naissance virtue theorists often described
truly admirable human beings in terms
of such virtues as temperance, fortitude
or courage, justice, friendship, and pru-
dence, to name the most important. (It is
deserving of note that the term, "pru-
dence," which is often used today to re-
fer to a skilled ability to protect oneself
from loss, was used differently by the
virtue theorists of old. When they spoke
of prudence, they meant something
much more significant and complex;
namely, the experience-based ability to
discern in each situation a course of ac-
tion most in accord with the virtues a
person already possesses and those other
virtues towards which he or she should
be actively growing.)

These characteristics of admirable hu-
mans, and other virtues we might list, are
no less important in describing human
excellence today. But when the emphasis
in a particular discussion is on persons
who fulfill an important social role, as in
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the case presented here for comment,
then it is essential to ask if there are habits
of conduct, valuation, and perception
that are particularly associated with the
proper fulfillment of that social role. The
aspects of human excellence that concern
us here are the virtues of the excellent
dentist. So we must turn our attention
specifically to those.

The Excellent Dentist
I have argued elsewhere (Dental Ethics

at Chanside: Profissional Principks and Practi-
cal Applications by David Ozar and David
Sokol; St. Louis: Mosby-Yearbook,
1994) that the full explication of the eth-
ics of any profession requires answering
eight sets of questions about that
profession's practice. Three sets of these
questions are principally relevant to the
case under consideration here. (a) What is
the proper relationship, especially regard-
ing treatment decisions, between the
dentist and the patient? (b) What are the
central values, especially those secured
for patients, that should direct dentists'
practice decisions, and how are these
values ranked? (c) How much sacrifice
of their own interests for the sake of pa-
tients' interests do dentists commit them-
selves to when they enter this profession?

In the vast majority of circumstances,
our dental community gives its answer
to each of these questions by its actions
rather than by words. That is, the charac-
teristics of excellent dentistry that re-
spond to these questions are expressed
for the most part in habitual actions
rather than in careful, self-conscious de-
liberations and the words that would ex-
press them. In the same way, the larger
community gives its support of the den-
tal community's answers to these ques-
tions by its actions, i.e., by continuing in
many ways, overt and subtle, to support
the independence of this profession and
to trust its members, both individually
and collectively, to practice according to
its ethic. (I take it for granted that both
the existence of a profession, and the cur-
rent contents of its ethic, are the product
of an ongoing, sometimes nearly invis-
ible dialogue between the larger corn-

munity and the members of the profes-
sional group. Both the profession and its
ethics are complex social systems and
both parties to this dialogue are essential
for their existence.)

But so long as the content of these
patterns is left inarticulate, we will be un-
able to use them to guide us in facing
new situations and answering new ques-
tions about ethical practice. What then is
the current state of the dialogue between
dentists and the larger community about
proper conduct in these three areas?
What does excellent dental practice look
like in these three respects?

The characteristics of
excellent dentistry are

expressed for the most
port in habitual actions.

The sketch that follows can only
serve to highlight some of the most im-
portant features of these matters.

A. The Ideal Relationship. There was a
time not so long ago when the notion of
"doctor's orders" was quite descriptive
of the dentist-patient relationship. But for
over a generation now, dentists have as-
pired to a collaborative model of deci-
sion-making with their patients. Most are
concerned enough about patient under-
standing and self-determination, as well
as the therapeutic and legal advantages of
well-informed patients, to aim for treat-
ment decisions that are the product of a
shared judgment about what will be best
and a shared choice to do it. Of course,
many patients are not fully able to par-
ticipate to this degree and some who are
able nevertheless opt to be much more
passive than this. But this is the accepted
ideal for dental practice.

Clearly, this ideal identifies all man-
aged care contracts with "gag clauses" to
be simply unethical, for such contracts
unethically prohibit the dentist from fully
informing the patient of all clinically ap-

propriate treatments. Clearly, too, this
ideal will often add to the dentist's work,
in comparison with fee-for-service or
more traditional forms of dental insur-
ance, because the patient often under-
stands little of the managed care
contract's limits on treatment or treat-
ment managers' refusals to cover any but
the least costly appropriate treatment. It
will fall to the dentist to explain these
matters.

More complex is the insertion of an
active third party, the managed care or-
ganization, into what has traditionally
been viewed by dentists as a simple two-
party relationship between dentist and
patient. The truth is, of course, that pa-
tients have always brought their financial
constraints to their conversations with
dentists. If managed care organizations
and their treatment managers are viewed
as essentially more of the same — more
aggressive now than their previous
counterparts were about controlling
costs, but still setting the limits on pa-
tients' ability to receive treatment — then
a genuinely collaborative treatment deci-
sion by dentist and patient can surely re-
main the ideal. At least in theory, more-
over, the patient has freely chosen the
particular managed care contract that he
or she brings to the dental office. Even
so, however, there will often be fewer
treatments to choose from than in the
past. But this need not affect the col-
laborative nature of the relationship ei-
ther; it need not interfere with the ideal
of a shared judgment and shared choice.

Nevertheless, as sharply constraining
the range of alternatives does in any area
of human choice, the new situation will
surely fed much more constrained, un-
free, not-in-our-control than did the old,
at least until we all become more accus-
tomed to the new limits. The challenge
will be for dentist and patient both to
continue to work towards a shared
judgment and a shared choice in this en-
vironment of fewer alternatives, and so
to maintain their two-person relationship
even though they are each forced to be
more conscious of the third party's role
than before.
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B. Central Values of Denzil Practice. The
managed care situation has done nothing
to seriously challenge dentistry's commit-
ment to the highest ranking values of
dental practice: the patient's life and gen-
eral health, the patient's oral health (de-
fined as appropriate and pain-free oral
functioning), and the patient's autonomy
to choose between clinically appropriate
treatments offered by the dentist. Obvi-
ously, dentists have not suddenly been
authorized by the rise of managed care
to perform treatments that are inappro-
priate from the point of view of pa-
tients' oral or general health. Here again,
however, the new situation will often re-
quire additional work by the dentist to
advocate actively with a managed care
organization for a patient when it is de-
nying treatment that the patient truly
needs or it is proposing treatment insuf-
ficient for the patient's condition.

But managed care's most serious
challenge to dentistry's central values lies
in the core initiative of managed care as a
social institution, i.e., its efforts to reduce
health care costs by opting for the least
costly appropriate treatment whenever
several treatments are appropriate for the
clinical situation. Several generations of
dentists have been trained to recom-
mend — exclusively if a dentist's practice
can support it fiscally or, more often,
whenever it is financially feasible for the
patient — the very best treatment for the
presenting condition, even though less
expensive, appropriate treatments are
also available. Many, probably most
dentists today, have well-formed habits
of focusing patients' and their own at-
tention on the best treatment, and now
the managed care companies are telling
dentists and patients that the best care is
too costly and adequate care will have to
do unless the patient wishes to add fur-
ther personal resources.

For many dentists, even if they can in-
tellectually affirm that adequate care is in-
deed adequate, a requirement imposed
by a managed care organization that a
patient accept such adequate care as the
negotiated benefit in their contract feels
like a requirement to practice unethically.

It feels unethical because it flies in the
face of a deeply established professional
habit to always recommend — and in
the case of some dentists, to personally
provide only — the best treatment for
the situation.

In truth, if adequate care is indeed
adequate for the patient's needs in the
situation, then there is nothing unethical in

T he challenge will be
1 for dentist and patient
both to continue to work
towards o shored judg-
ment and o shored
choice.

providing it. As was already mentioned,
patients must be fully informed of the
range of treatments available and the
dentist may choose to — may even be
professionally obliged to — reveal his or
her judgment that the adequate treat-
ment supported by the managed care
organization is not the best form of
treatment that is possible. But so long as
the treatment offered and performed is
adequate, the dentist's feeling of acting
unethically must be viewed as misrepre-
senting the situation. (Of course, if the
managed care organization will support
only treatments that are inadequate to the
patient's condition, then, as was men-
tioned, the dentist must become the
patient's advocate to get him or her the
appropriate treatment.)

Dentists who have been in the habit
of referring to other dentists those pa-
tients who would opt for less than the
best treatment, on the basis that it is part
of their philosophy of dental practice to
personally perform only the best treat-
ments, will probably find the new situa-
tion under managed care even more dis-
tressing. It will now be much more likely
that patients referred away for these rea-
sons will likely not return, since the best
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treatment will rarely be available to them
and they might as well stay with a dentist
who is willing to offer them the treat-
ments that their managed care organiza-
tion will support. For these dentists, the
shift in American health care away from
supporting the costs of routinely provid-
ing the best treatment to supporting only
the least expensive treatment adequate
for the patient's condition will feel like a
slide away from professional standards
altogether. This certainly seems to be the
gist of the reasons given in the case be-
fore us for this group of dentists declin-
ing to participate in a capitation contract
or, apparently, in any managed care con-
tract that might be offered to them in the
future.

Provided that patients are not thereby
denied access to dental care (because, for
example, there are no other dentists
available), there is nothing unethical in a
dentist or group of dentists refusing to
offer anything but the best treatments
(provided, as already noted, that they
fully inform their patients of the whole
range of adequate treatments). But obvi-
ously there will be a severe financial price
to pay for trying to do this if and when
managed care comes to dominate the
dental market place. Still, dentists whose
habitual patterns of practice are likely to
place them in this situation should not
misrepresent what is going on. So long
as the managed care organizations are
supporting adequate dental treatments
for patients' dental needs, they cannot be
properly accused of trying to force den-
tists to practice unethically. These den-
tists' feelings that unethical practice is be-
ing required of them, because their long-
standing habits of practice are being
challenged, are understandable, but
probably inaccurate. They should reflect
on the whole situation from an ethical
point of view much more carefully.
C Sacrifice and Its Limits. Every pro-

fessional accepts an obligation to some
measure of sacrifice of his or her own in-
terests for the sake of those whom he or
she serves. This is in the nature of pro-
fessional commitment. The difficult
questions concern how much sacrifice is
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required, for whom, and when. It is
commonplace, for example, that a den-
tist may be obligated to accept some or
even great loss for the sake of a patient
in need of treatment that the patient can-
not afford. Dentists are also constantly
weighing sacrifices of time and energy
for the sake of their patients. Dentists
vary in how much sacrifice they make,
and very likely some of them do not do
enough. But as a group, dentists clearly
recognize this obligation and try to give it
effect — although, as in most such mat-
ters, far more often in habitual patterns
of appropriate deeds than in articulate
statements of what they do.

But if such sacrifice appears to be
mandated through the actions of third
parties (employers, managed care orga-
nizations, etc.), the ethical requirements in
this area become much less clear and the
sense of impropriety on the part of the
third party much greater. What should
the partners in this case do, for example,
about accepting the capitation contract?
There will always be individual cases
where the average-per-patient cap allot-
ment is exceeded in rendering appropri-
ate care. May such sacrifice be mandated
by a third party, sacrifices that might well
be outside the types or limits of sacrifice
the group has committed to?

This is an important question, and
one that each dentist (and group of den-
tal partners) must address forthrightly.
But it is important to remember that
capitation arrangements look at patients
in groups, not individually. The relevant
question about degree of sacrifice there-

fore concerns the whole group of patients
when a capitation contract is being con-
sidered. Even though, in treatment deci-
sions, the ideal dentist-patient relationship
remains a one-to-one collaboration,
when a dentist is considering entering a
capitation program, the dentist must
think about financial matters in terms of
the covered pool of patients. If the
terms of the arrangement cannot sup-
port appropriate treatment for the
whole group (with or without appropri-
ate measures of fiscal sacrifice), then the
dentist should not enter into the contract.
On the other hand, if a dentist makes a
bad prediction and finds that the con-
tracted group is requiring a loss by the
end of the year, this is essentially a bad
business judgment of the dentist rather
than a question of whether some mea-
sure of professionally required sacrifice is
owed. Nor is it proper to see it — if it
is indeed a bad business decision — as
an unethical imposition by a third party
on decisions about sacrifice that rightly
should be the dentist's own.

Managed care may well make den-
tists' decisions about appropriate sacri-
fices and about the proper limits of such
sacrifice much more complex, and den-
tists may have to be much more forth-
right with patients about their judgments
about when and how much to sacrifice.
But it is essential, in weighing these mat-
ters, not to mistake the facts of the situa-
tion, as for example by mistakenly judg-
ing the financial arrangements for capita-
tion patients as if they were to be consid-
ered on a one-by-one basis.

Conclusion
The statements of the three dentists in

the case are grounded to a great extent
in habits of perception, valuation, and
conduct that are truly admirable for
dental practice. Their statements are, in
other words, grounded in their virtues as
dentists. But like most habits, these den-
tists' professional ethical habits are not
well articulated, and so the relevant ele-
ments of their habitual practice contain
both custom and virtue mixed together,
and in a few cases, custom that is mis-
taken for virtue, e.g, looking at the capi-
tation patients individually for treatment
but then failing to look at them as a
group when finances are the question.

Articulating and distinguishing the
professionally excellent from the non-es-
sential (and from the mistaken, when
necessary) is an important task and one
without which it is extremely difficult to
address the new situations that arise in
life. One moral of this story, then, is
"Do not rest satisfied that our inarticu-
late virtues will surely guide us well." The
members of the dental profession must
continue to work to communicate with
one another and with the larger commu-
nity, as clearly and articulately as possible,
about the content of their professional
commitments and their ongoing efforts
to respond properly to the new circum-
stances which life in a complex, changing
society keeps bringing to them.
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Casuistry in Dental Ethics:
A Case for Cases

Gerald Winslow, PhD

A
nyone who has taught ethics to
dental students soon learns at
least one thing. Cases are more
interesting than abstract prin-

ciples and their associated theories of
ethics. Grappling with the specific details
of a complex case appeals to most stu-
dents, especially if the case has the ring of
reality. Recitations of professional codes
or general norms risk immediate bore-
dom. Taken alone, this obvious differ-
ence in interest levels might not provide
sufficient argument for the priority of
case-based ethics, also known by the
technical name casuistry, whether in den-
tistry or any other field. In recent years,
however, those who would revive casu-
istry have extended compelling argu-
ments for a return to this once honored
approach to moral judgment.1-3 In this
article, I address some of these argu-
ments and add a few of my own in or-
der to make a case for dental casuistry.

Casuistry, as used here, refers to a
method of moral judgment that attends
first and foremost to decisions about
specific cases. Rather than approaching
ethical questions with a full-blown theory
or a sleek set of principles, the casuist in-
sists on giving priority to the messy busi-
ness of resolving concrete cases of con-
science. Through analogical reasoning, ca-
suistry proceeds from one case to an-
other. General principles, if they emerge,
do so through the accumulation of care-
ful observations about particular circum-
stances, and such principles are always
subject to revision in the light of new oc-
casions.

Contending for casuistry in dental
ethics might seem entirely unnecessary.
Today's leading texts on dental ethics are
significantly devoted to discussion of spe-
cific cases." Nevertheless, casuistry re-
quires explicit defense for at least two
reasons.

First, both the label and the method
have earned a dubious reputation in
Western thought. Consulting nearly any
English dictionary will quickly reveal the
problem. Mine, for example, offers two
definitions for casuistry.7 The first refers,
innocuously enough, to "a resolving of
specific cases of conscience, duty, or con-
duct. . . ." The second, however, reveals
the baggage of some unfortunate his-
tory: "specious argument, rationaliza-
tion."
How did a method of careful moral

discernment about particular cases get
twisted into something synonymous
with weaseling out of moral duties? Ac-
cording to Jonsen and Toulmin, whose
work on casuistry has been most influen-
tial in reviving interest in this approach,
casuistry reached its zenith in the 16th
and 17th centuries. Many of the argu-
ments and conclusions of the casuists
during the period of "high casuistry"
may now strike us as odd or unaccept-
able. But the method contained critical el-
ements of self-correction that prompted
the emergence of new moral paradigms
as changing social conditions required
them. Jonsen and Toulmin acknowledge
from the beginning that there may be
‘`good casuistry, which applies general
rules to particular cases with discern-
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ment, and bad casuistry, which does the
same thing sloppily." Sadly, the latter
made it easy for critics, especially 17th
century French philosopher Blaise Pascal,
to pan the method. Pascal's critique was
so scathing and so clever that casuistry
has been viewed with suspicion ever
since. The goal of Jonsen, Toulmin, and
other "new casuists" is to rehabilitate ca-
suistry so that its best elements are again
available.
A second problem with casuistry is

that many of us who are educated in
philosophical or religious ethics are un-
easy if moral discourse is thin on theory
or fails to proceed from an enunciation
of broad principles. The grand theories
of ethics are the pinnacles of our craft.
Honed statements of principles are the
power tools of our lore. Case-based
ethics can seem the lowest form of eth-
ics — mere casuistry. In this regard, ethi-
cists may need more rehabilitation than
does casuistry. And health care, including
dentistry, may be providing the remedy.

Dr. Winslow is Professor
of Ethics, Loma Linda
University in Loma
Linda, CA.
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In recent decades, the ethical issues in
health care have become sufficiently in-
teresting, novel, and pressing to attract
the attention of many in academic ethics.
(The creation of new jobs, teaching eth-
ics to students of the health care profes-
sions, has also had attention-getting
power.) Analyzing the deeper meanings
of moral concepts, so characteristic of
much ethics in this century, began to take
second place to the earnest work resolv-
ing the specific ethical issues at hand.
Typically, as in the Seattle case of allocat-
ing scarce, life-saving renal dialysis or the
case of stopping artificial life-support for
Karen Ann Quinlan, the questions were
practical, immediate, and dramatic. Most
of the recent ethical issues in dentistry ap-
pear less sensational and less discontinu-
ous with the traditional ethics of the pro-
fession. But one has only to think of the
controversies over treating patients with
AIDS, or the independent practice of
dental hygienists, or the response of the
profession to managed care to see that
dentistry, too, is facing pressing, practical
issues, case after case.

Making this observation need not im-
ply disdain for conceptual clarity or
theoretical sophistication. But there are
strategic implications. The method of ca-
suistry asks that we begin with the derlils
of a case, the particular set of circum-
stances. No matter how much attention
must then be given to moral norms, to
the clarification of moral concepts, and
to reflection on moral theory, the goal of
the process is to secure guidance for a
case. The dream of a grand, unifying
theory of ethics is relinquished in favor
of the practical task of finding current
moral direction. "The heart of moral ex-
perience," Jonsen and Toulmin aver,
"does not lie in a mastery of general
rules and theoretical principles, however
sound and well reasoned those prin-
ciples may appear. It is located, rather in
the wisdom that comes from seeing
how the ideas behind those rules work
out in the course of people's lives."
My own disenchantment with a

theory-first or principles-first approach
to ethics has grown, in part, from at-
tempts to teach ethics to dental students.

I have already mentioned that cases are
more engaging, and more effective in
enticing the students' participation in the
subject. But there is more. Time and
again I have watched students or col-
leagues in the profession who have
learned to speak a little ethics. I have
grown increasingly uneasy, even weary, as
I listen to people who apparently feel
obligated to use the language of ethical
theory (e.g., natural law, utilitarianism,
Kantianism, contract theories, or virtue
ethics) or the current language of ethical
principles (e.g., beneficence, justice, au-
tonomy, or fidelity). Those who have
learned a little of this language often

T he method of cosusitry
asks that we begin

with the details of o case.

seem compelled to display it and to im-
pose it on others, as if, somehow, these
words and these categories were tanta-
mount to "doing ethics." This approach
also appears to give the user of the
words special authority to decide matters
of ethics. I have asked myself: Did we,
who specialize in the study of ethics, re-
quire people to dance in these hip boots?
Did we believe that another cursory reci-
tation of the favored terms of our trade
would actually improve moral dis-
course? What had become of the native
moral language which these able minds
might better have brought to the case at
hand?

Looking at the Case
It would, however, be ironic to dwell

more on the need for dental casuistry. In
order to experience directly some of the
critical steps of casuistry, we need a case.
And our editors have provided one: the
case of three dentists, Hal, Jerry, and
Ross, "debating the merits of a managed
care proposal." We sense that the stakes,
both ethically and economically, are high.
A decision may lead down a one-way
street. And the historical precedents are

unclear. What strategies from the history
of casuistry may we bring to this case?
Space permits mention of five.

1. Describe the Case Richly. The first re-
quirement of case-based ethics is a thor-
ough description of the circumstances.
One commentator on casuistry has sug-
gested that we proceed best with actual
rather than hypothetical cases.' He adds
that our case studies should be detailed:
"If the purpose of moral education is to
prepare one for action in the real world,
the cases discussed should reflect the de-
gree of complexity, uncertainty, and am-
biguity encountered there." We need an-
swers to the orator's traditional set of
questions: who, what, where, when, why,
how, and by what means. Typically, we
also need to know about the feelings of
the key participants, how their relation-
ships are likely to be affected by the alter-
natives, and who has the authority to de-
cide the matter under question.
Of course, we nearly always wish to

know more. In the case at hand, for ex-
ample, does the proposed contract con-
tain so-called "gag rules" that would
prohibit the dentists from discussing al-
ternative treatment plans with their pa-
tients if the treatments were not covered
under contract? What sort of bonuses or
other financial incentives, if any, will be
offered the participating dentists for
holding down costs? Is the remunera-
tion provided by the plan so small that
the dentists will face overwhelming pres-
sure to under treat? How might the
managed care contract affect others, in-
cluding the hygienists, who work in the
practice?

2. Relating the Case to Model Cases. A
key strategy of casuists is to begin with
"paradigm cases" about which there
could be little doubt concerning a moral
decision. Once such model cases are
settled, it should be possible, through
analogy, to extend lines of reasoning
about more questionable cases. In this
way, an orderly classification of cases can
be developed. We should know, for in-
stance, that it is plainly wrong for a den-
tal student to lie to a patient about a di-
agnosis or proposed treatment plan in
order to earn enough points so the stu-
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dent can graduate. This would be an ob-
vious breach of a fiduciary relationship.
As Hal, in our case, says, "The patient
comes first. . . "

One of the perplexities facing den-
tistry today is uncertainty about where to
place cases involving managed care in a
taxonomy of cases. For example, are
managed care contracts akin to fee split-
ting that has traditionally been prohib-
ited? Can the patient still come first in
managed care? Are the potential conflicts
of interest that might lead to under treat-
ment in managed care more dangerous
than those in fee-for-service care that
might lead to excess treatment? If man-
aged care is ethically dubious, is this
mainly because of potential conflicts of
interest? Such concern would explain a
statement in the American Dental
Association's most recent edition of its
code of ethics: "Dentists may choose to
enter into contracts governing the provi-
sion of care to a group of patients;
however, contract obligations do not ex-
cuse dentists from their ethical duty to
put the patient's welfare first."9 Of
course, if the ADA had deemed all
managed care contracts to be inherently
unethical, the code could certainly have
forbidden members from entering into
to such contracts.

3. Appealing to Ethical Norms. The fact
that casuistry begins and ends with the
specificity of cases does not rule out the
use of ethical rules and principles. The
three dentists appeal directly or indirectly
to a number of norms and values, some
in conflict with others. In addition to
"the patient comes first," Hal claims that
managed care "destroys the doctor-pa-
tient relationship" and removes "free-
dom for the patient." He objects to
managed care's buying and selling of pa-
tients and the tendency to "reduce every-
thing to a commodity." But he does not
object to Jerry's statement that "whoever
owns the patients owns the practice."
Ross complains that "Our free market
system which is what the country is built
on is being eroded." But this statement is
made (ironically) just moments after
Ross recalled wistfully a time, prior to
cut-throat competition, when there was

limited marketing and dentists had
"comparable fees." The three dentists
also appeal to the values of high quality
dental care, professional identity, non-ex-
ploitation of patients and dentists, family
loyalty, and survival.

This mishmash of free-market ideol-
ogy, professional tradition, and pruden-
tial calculation might tempt us to search
again for a unifying theory of ethics that
would clean up the clutter. For example,
utilitarianism might be called to the res-
cue. The case would be settled by deter-
mining what course would produce the
greatest good for the greatest number.

The three dentists
appeal directly or

indirectly to a number of
norms and values, some
in conflict with others.

But when we returned to the case,
theory in hand, we would find that the
same tangled considerations must be ad-
dressed in order to settle what the great-
est good would be or who would com-
prise the greatest number. We would still
need to ponder such matters as whether
increased accessibility to basic dental care
or decreased costs of dental care would
amount to enough good to offset some
loss of freedom. In other words, we
would be back to casuistry.

4. WeighingMultiple Considerations. Care-
ful casuistry requires that many factors be
assessed and given relative influence in
the final decision. It seldom occurs that
one consideration overpowers all the
others. Rather, the cumulative weight of
numerous reasons usually tips the scales
in one direction or another.

Although casuistry typically uses case
material for the edification of analysts
other than actors in the case, this fourth
point will be explained from a perspec-
tive within the case. In the case at hand,
the three dentists bring forth many dif-
ferent reasons for rejecting the managed
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care contract. No single reason in favor
or against the contract seems sufficient
by itself, not even "survival." Thus, de-
spite the apparent messiness of their
conversation, including its contradictions,
the three dentists are engaged in a pro-
cess that is typical of casuistry. They are
introducing and pondering a wide vari-
ety of considerations with accompanying
reasons in order to arrive at their conclu-
sion.

5. Reaching a Probable Resolution. There
is a feeling of urgency in the delibera-
tions in the case of the three dentists.
Like all casuists, they do not have forever
to reach a decision. And, like all casuists,
any decision is unlikely to carry total cer-
tainty. Good casuistry must always in-
clude a "counsel of humility." Most de-
cisions, on further reflection and with
more information, could turn out to be
wrong. The ethically correct decision,
from the perspective of casuistry, is the
one that has the weightier arguments in
its favor at the time the decision is made.
Given the reasons adduced by the three
dentists in this case, it is probable that
they made the correct decision. Their
fears about maintaining their fiduciary re-
lationships with their patients and about
preserving their personal integrity seem
sufficient to rule out the managed care
contract that they were considering. The
high value that the dentists place on their
freedom and the freedom of their pa-
tients adds further heft to the arguments
against the contract. It is difficult to
imagine ethical arguments that would be
sufficient to outweigh the negative argu-
ments for these dentists at this time. It
would be difficult to believe, for ex-
ample, that the dentists' decision not to
sign the contract would unfairly injure
others or lead to a decrease in needed
dental care.

Still, using the same method of casu-
istry, another partnership of three den-
tists, in different circumstances, might
properly arrive at exactly the opposite
decision. Indeed, it would be a useful ex-
ercise in casuistry to examine a similar
case in which other dentists might be jus-
tified in signing a managed care contract.
What protections would need to be ne-
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gotiated? What shifts in values might be
implied? We might imagine, for ex-
ample, that three other dentists would
embrace a managed care contract be-
cause they would be freed from the cor-
rosive influence of having increases in
their incomes tied to doing more proce-
dures. We might imagine that they have
distinctive moral commitments borne of
shared religious faith or philosophical re-
flection. These dentists might celebrate
the fact that managed care was holding
down costs so that more people could
receive basic dentistry. And if the man-
aged care contract did not provide for
the highest quality of dental care, the den-
tists might insist on being able to point
this out to their patients, thus giving the
patients the opportunity to decide if they
are able to pay for top-of-the-line care
out of their own resources. But this
would be a different case.

Dentistry is just now learning to ap-
ply the moral maxims of its ethical tradi-
tion to managed care. It is far from clear
how this will turn out. Dental codes of
ethics, which only a few years ago were
written primarily with the fee-for-service
model in mind, are now being revised in
light of new paradigms. Such a time
should provide rich opportunities for
thoughtful dental casuistry. Those of us
who care about the profession's ethics
should see this as an invitation to put our
pre-cooked doctrines in the background
and join the issues of the day at the level
of practical cases. We should bring to
bear on these cases all of the moral in-
sights and arguments that fit, carefully
weighing each. And we should do this in
humble fashion, without the pretense of
special expertise or theoretical superior-
ity.
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Ethical Analysis from the
Perspective of Rational

Self-Interest
Salvatore J. Durante, DDS

S
hould you go to work this mom
ing or loaf around home? Should
you carefully consider entering
into that business partnership with

the prosperous doctor down the hall
whom you've just met or should you
just do it" because your gut feeling is
that he's probably a nice guy? And if you
do, should you tell him that you actually
do not know anything about treating
TMJ disorders, even though he consid-
ers that an important part of your pur-
ported skills? Maybe you should lie, at-
tempt to fake reality; for a short while,
just until you get your foot in the door.
None of these questions comes with au-
tomatic answers, yet you must act.

Wouldn't it be wonderful if there
were a field of study that looked at "the
nature of man," what it takes to live as
man, and then set guidelines based on the
results of that study? That is what ethics
is supposed to be: the purpose of ethics
is to guide men and women in choice
and action, for a successful life.

Unfortunately, that is not how ethics
is viewed today. The standard view on
ethics is that an act is moral if the in-
tended beneficiary of the action is some-
one other than yourself, and you receive
‘`moral credit" to the extent that an ac-
tion requires you to sacrifice. The stan-
dard of value here — the ultimate value
toward which all your actions are aimed
— is not your own Life or happiness. It is
not even your neighbor's life, because he

too must sacrifice for the good of oth-
ers. The standard here is actually suffer-
ing itself. Sacrifice enough, make the total
sacrifice of your own life, and you
would be declared a saint by modern
society. The more undeserving the ben-
eficiary of your sacrifice, the more you
would be honored. If enough people
practiced this, or were convinced by
someone to practice this, the result
would be mass suffering and death.
Whatever can be said about the moral
code of self-sacrifice, one cannot say that
it is a guide for successful living.

In contrast to the standard view of
morality as self-sacrifice, Ayn Rand of-
fers her reality-based morality of rational
self-interest: "The objectivist ethics
proudly advocates and upholds rational
selfishness — which means: the values
required for man's survival qua man —
which means: the values required for hu-
man survival — not the values pro-
duced by the desires, the emotions, the
'aspirations,' the feelings, the whims, or
the needs of irrational brutes. . . . The
objectivist ethics holds that human good
does not require human sacrifices and
cannot be achieved by the sacrifice of
anyone to anyone. It holds that the ratio-
nal interests of men do not clash — that
there is no conflict of interests among
men who do not desire the unearned,
who do not make sacrifices nor accept
them, who deal with one another as
traders, giving value for value."

Ethics

Let's take one step back to grasp a
key point of the objectivist ethics of ra-
tional selfishness. Ayn Rand started her
study of ethics by assuming nothing and
taking nothing for granted. She did not
begin by asking "What should man
value?" She began by asking what gives
rise to the need for the concept of value
in the first place. That is where one will
find the standard of value, the proper ul-
timate goal of all one's actions. Life is
what leads to the concept of value, be-
cause it is only living entities that can and
must act to sustain their existence. What
promotes their life is a value; what hurts
their life is a disvalue. Reason is man's ba-
sic means of survival, and that which is
proper to the life of a rational being is
the good; that which negates or destroys
it is the evil. So man must use his faculty
of reason to its utmost — to see reality
as it is — and must selfishly respect that
same faculty of reason in others.

Ayn Rand has developed a system-
atic, objective philosophy, which includes
ethics.2 In examining the "Managing
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Carefully" scenario, I can only hope to
provide a glimpse of what she has ac-
complished. In looking at any ethics sce-
nario, such as we are doing here, the pri-
mary question is, Are the actors thinking
or are they evading? Do they use their
minds to see reality or do they strive to
evade facts? Do they try to connect and
integrate their knowledge to everything
they observe, or do they actively try to
disintegrate their knowledge and avoid
making connections in their minds? To
be sure, thinking is not the only objectiv-
ist virtue, but it is the most fundamental.
Derivative virtues include independence
(in thought as well as action), integrity,
honesty, justice, productiveness, and
pride, some of which we will see on dis-
play as we look at "Managing Care-

An Objectivist's Anolysis of
the Cose

Our three dentists want to provide
high-quality care and choose to be the
best they can be. They join together in
this common goal. They understand that
not everyone wants the level of quality
they wish to provide, so they carefully
choose the neighborhood in which they
will establish their practice. As a result of

The purpose of ethics is
to guide men and

women in choice and
action, for o successful life.

their careful thought and planning, they
succeed. Our dentists have developed a
practice they are proud of. Now, they
believe they may need to alter their origi-
nal plan for reasons we will look at in
some detail. But before we look at the
apparent dilemma presented in "Manag-
ing Carefully," let's stop and look at the
situation to this point. On the road our
three dentists have traveled, every step of
the way involved choices and thus can
be morally scrutinized.

Let's look at the essentials. First, our
dentists acted ethically in that each indi-
vidually decided to support his existence
through productive work. Staying alive
and furthering one's life requires effort.
Immorality at this level would be exem-
plified by the freeloader or human para-
site who avoids productive activity and
attempts to defy his own nature as man,
i.e., to deny that productive activity is re-
quired to sustain one's life.

Second, our dentists consciously
chose to focus on the fact that their pa-
tients are individuals seeking a service.
"The patient comes first ... and second
and third. . . " "I object to managed
care ... [because] it destroys the doctor-
patient relationship. There is no freedom
for the patient, no choice." Immorality at
this level would be exemplified by deny-
ing the individual and rational nature of
man and, instead, trying to render dental
services to one's patients on some other
basis, e.g., some collective standard:
"They [managed care plans] look at av-
erages; not real people." Another irratio-
nal standard would be "How much can
I sell these patients, whether they need it
or not?"

Third, our dentists recognize that
what they have achieved is good: they
have worked rationally, honestly, and
diligently, and they have prospered. They
value their achievement and are properly
proud of themselves. Immorality at this
level would be exemplified by the prac-
titioners who approach life and work
mindlessly, somehow barely getting by
from year to year. Another example of
immorality at this level would be the
truly and honestly successful dentists who
are willing to sacrifice their achievement
for something they value less or should
not value at all because it is, in fact, a
threat to their life. An example would be
the successful practitioner who joins a
managed care plan from a sense of duty
to society even after realizing that such an
action would hurt his or her practice and
livelihood.

Up to this point, our dentists are fine
examples of moral people: they support
themselves through honest, productive
activity, and they show no tendency to
sacrifice — neither themselves to others

nor others to themselves. This is the moral

Our three dentists are now faced
with what they think is a dilemma: stay
with their original goal of high-quality
dental care for those who want it, or
join a managed care plan (MCP). As
with their approach to establishing and
maintaining their practice thus far, their

hotever can be
said about the

moral code of self-sacrifice,
one cannot soy that it is o
guide for successful living.

approach in this matter is moral. They
approach the matter rationally: they fo-
cus on the facts, including the values they
rationally hold, explore all the angles they
can think of, and arrive at a definite
course of action aimed at preserving
their lives and the rational values they
hold. To be sure, they are not profes-
sional philosophers or even explicitly
philosophical. They accept several false
moral, economic, and political premises,
but they do think independently enough
to arrive at the moral course of action.

Let's look at how they approach their
dilemma. They value the business they
have developed and wish to see it pros-
per, but a new form of competition has
emerged: managed care. All MCPs aim
to control costs ultimately by reducing a
practice's fees and controlling patient op-
tions. But if managed care translates into
lower fees and more bureaucratic con-
trol, why are our three dentists even
tempted to join a MCP? Two main rea-
sons are given:

1. Hdfoftheir patients now have insurance
and many ofthose patients may become part of
managed care pkns. What basis is there for
this fear? There is a genuine risk that
many patients will at least try the assigned
or available dentists in their plan. Some
may be satisfied and never return to our
dentists' office. Some may be dissatisfied
with the MCP but get the idea that
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shopping around for a new dentist
would not be a bad idea. The fact is that
even if a provider decides to join as
many MCPs as possible, there is always
the risk that one's present patients will
become members in another MCP and
they will leave the practice. MCPs are a
new form of competition and they will
draw some of our dentists' patients
away, at least initially.

2. The market is changing: price is becoming
paramount in patients' minds. Is this true?
Dentistry is a service that has always been
price sensitive. Even those who have in-
surance are subject to some price disci-
pline through deductibles, co-payments,
and yearly limits. MCPs that promise no
deductibles or co-payments will attract
some patients. Our dentists' fees have al-
ways provided a sort of threshold over
which some potential patients would not
pass. However, if the dentists want pa-
tients who primarily care about the qual-
ity of the work they receive, then this
should not be a consideration.

The dentists reject the plan for the
following reasons:

1. They believe it will not be possible to
maintain the level of qua4 they want to pro-
vide. This is true if they intend to maintain
the level of profit they have maintained
in the past. When income gets cut, qual-
ity and profit are under pressure. If they

M anaged care can be
said to worn only if

one thinks collectively

refuse to lower their standard of living,
then quality will have to suffer. The at-
tempt to maintain income levels while
cutting the quality provided would result
in a downward spiral of both income
and quality until our dentists have neither
the income nor the quality practice they
started with.

2. Patients lose the ability to choose. This is
true in some respects. If patients' present
dentists are not in the new MCP, they
must choose another dentist if they want
the benefits of the MCP. Also, some

dental procedures may not be covered
by the new MCP So, compared to fee-
for-service insurance, there are more re-
strictions. However, patients are certainly
free to stay with the dentist of their
choice if they are willing to pay the fee.

3. Doctors treat patients almost as wards of
the MCP, rather than as sovereign individuals.
Managed care reduces the sale value of
the practice because the plan would, in a
sense, own the patients. Is this valid? Yes.
As just one example, consider that some
MCPs include "gag clauses" that forbid
doctors from telling patients about treat-
ment options beyond the plan's cover-
age. At the same time, more and more
patients would come to our dentists'
practice mainly because the plan sends
them there.

4. The insurance administrators come be-
tween the patient and the actor, in an attempt
to control their expenses. "They look at aver-
ages, not real people." This is true, and at
root, what makes MCPs potentially im-
moral constructs. Managed care can be
said to work only if one thinks collec-
tively, i.e., the care of the collective patient
pool would be "satisfactory" even as
some patients suffer. All the health care
provided is viewed as belonging to the
group rather than to the individuals. The
healthy pay but don't seek care, while the
ill use the resources provided by others.
This is welfare — "free market social-
ism" as one of our dentists put it — ap-
plied to dentistry: the healthy subsidize
the ill while bureaucrats make the rules
and gain power over others' lives.

In summary, our dentists make the
moral choice. They act to preserve their
practice in its original well-considered
form; they reject the lure of destructive
MCPs. And they do it primarily for self-
ish reasons, as an act of self preservation.
Immorality, in the "Managing Carefully"
scenario, would have to involve irratio-
nality at some level. An immoral trio of
dentists might decide to join the MCP in
question for any number of irrational,
self-destructive reasons: they might evade
the evidence against MCPs, they might
decide that they owe a debt to society
because of the wealth they have pro-
duced, they might decide that the crowd
knows best and the crowd is moving
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toward managed care. Each case of im-
morality would involve some instance of
irrationality, evasion, or lack of intellec-
tual independence.

However, our three dentists' decision
is far from firm: it was not reached with
moral conviction and could change un-
der severe enough pressure. They make
their choice despite their view of morality
not because of it. Of course, they hold

Eoch case of Immorality
would involve some

instance of irrationalliy,
evasion, or lock of intel-
lectual independence.

the widespread view that self-sacrifice is
moral and that selfishness, independence,
is immoral. As an example of ethical be-
havior, one of our three dentists cites the
fact that he ocrisionally sees Medicare
patients and volunteers for school
screenings. (In fact, charity is a marginal
issue in ethics: charity is immoral if it in-
volves self-sacrifice on the part of the
charity giver or if the recipient is in need
through some irrationality of his or her
own. To provide charity in the first in-
stance would be directly self-destructive;
to provide it in the second would be un-
just.) As another example of virtuous be-
havior, they cite acting professionally,
which they say includes refraining from
advertising and over-billing insurance
companies, tactics that they believe are
employed by their competition. Note
that, in their view, both attempting to at-
tract patients via advertising and cheating
insurance companies are immoral acts.
What these tactics have in common is not
that they are dishonest but that the de-
sired goal is to improve one's practice
and income; that is, selfish motives are
unprofessional and, therefore, unethical.

"Virtue is fine — in a virtuous soci-
ety. I hate managed care as much as any
dentist does, but, let's be realistic, we're
talking about survival" says one of our
dentists. They are correct in calling "vir-
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tue" a threat to their survival: if "virtue"
means self-sacrifice, morality is a threat to
one's survival.

The solution is not to shun morality
or attempt to mix some rational life-
serving elements in with the irrational
ideal of self-sacrifice. For the same rea-
son one would not temper a healthful
diet with a little bit of arsenic and glass
shards now and then. Rather, our three
dentists must learn what morality is, ra-
tionally understood. It is a tool, a

method for living successfully, and the
more irrational and threatening any situa-
tion becomes, the more crucial it is that
one live virtuously — as a matter of self-
preservation. Then they will understand
that there is nothing morally appealing
about sacrificing oneself to one's pa-
tients, with or without a MCP Also, they
will understand that there is nothing ra-
tionally selfish about joining a MCP as a
matter of expediency while sacrificing the
long-term health of their practice. And

perhaps most importantly, they will see
that their decision to shun MCPs is virtu-
ous and the only choice possible for
them.
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Looking for Virtue in a Virtuous
Society — Discursive Ethics and

Dental Managed Care
David W. Chambers, EdM, MBA, PhD, FACD

T
he essence of discursive ethics is
using language to create relation
ships.'-2 What is right and what
is good do not exist outside of

human nature to be discovered by ratio-
nal processes or revelation; they emerge
as part of the process in which commu-
nities are created. The unethical indi-
vidual is one who would be described
by the Yiddish word schnorrer — one
who seeks the benefits of participating in
a moral community but is quick to find
personal exceptions to excuse his or her
own self interests.

Sometimes language is descriptive,
and sometimes it performs functions.3
Think of the relationships that are cre-
ated through the following words: "I
take thee to be my wife, "The jury
finds the defendant guilty," "By the au-
thority vested in me, and upon the rec-
ommendation of the faculty, I confer
upon this class the degree, Doctor of
Dental Surgery," or "I will be your den-
tist."

In each case, a relationship is created
through these words that carries with it
mutual expectations about future behav-
ior.4 Individually vulnerable people come
together by discussing the implications of
their cooperation and agreeing to abide
by their common expectations for
promised behavior.
To participate in a moral community

means to make and honor promises that
have been freely agreed to by all partici-

pants.L3 It is to profess both a relationship
and the means of creating it. In this sense
the phrase, "professionalism and ethics"
is redundant.

Jurgen Habermasi'25, a German phi-
losopher and leading contributor to the
theory of discursive ethics, underscores
the belief that ethics arises in communi-
cative action rather than within the iso-
lated individual or abstractly in nature to
be later discovered by individuals. "Ideas
of the good life are not something we
hold before us as an abstract 'ought.'
Rather, they shape the identities of
groups and individuals in such a way that
they form an intrinsic part of culture or
personality."2' P. 1°8 This view is similar to
the hermeneutic tradition or the
constructionism of American pragmatic
philosophy.6

Shortcomings of the "Golden Rule."
Habermas launched his philosophical ar-
gument concerning ethics from the work
of the last great modern Western phi-
losopher, Immanuel Kant. Kant's fa-
mous categorical imperative ("I am
never to act in any way other than so I
could want my maxim also to become a
general law")7 is a restatement of the
Golden Rule: do unto others as you
would have them do unto you.
Habermas believes that this popular
principle is an inadequate guide to the
moral life. A psychopath who believes all
prostitutes should be murdered could
easily generalize this belief. Hitler ad-
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mired Kant's work The "Golden Rule"
too easily lends itself to paternalism as
captured in the cynical "Rule of the
Gold" — he who has the gold makes
the rules.

The principle of discursive ethics
states that "only those norms can claim
to be valid that meet (or could meet)
with the approval of all who are af-
fected in their capacities as participants in
a practical discourse."2' P.66 This means
that dentists, without coercion, must ac-
tually agree to all of the consequences
likely to follow from participation in
managed care contracts. It means that
patients, without coercion, must actually
agree to all of the likely consequences of
participation in fee-for-service dental care
or to any of its alternatives. It is not
good enough to perform a thought ex-
periment along the lines, "If everyone
else were like me, they would agree that
what I am about to do is right" or for a
group of dentists to decide what is best
for patients.
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Communicative vs Strategic Action. It is
clear that many significant and real de-
bates in health care fall outside the moral
bounds of discursive ethics. Dentists
complain they are the victims of raw
economic power in some managed care
markets or of bureaucratic aloofness in
the application of multiplying govern-
ment regulations. These same dentists
would be alarmed if patients became
over questioning or attempted to negoti-
ate their fees. This kind of discussion —
I will stack my self interests and my
power up against your self interests and
your power — have nothing to do with
ethics. They are called "strategic action,"
and their aim is to produce specific, de-
sired results. The alternative, communi-
cative action, involves agreement on rea-
sons and consequences of action among
free and informed participants. There is
nothing inherendy "evil" in strategic com-
munication; the danger to be guarded
against is dressing up strategic communi-
cation in ethical trappings and attempting
to pass it off as morality.

The Objectivity Trap. There is some-
thing humanistic in discursive ethics; both
in the sense that the good, the true, and
the beautiful can be found in human na-
ture and that there are no morally privi-
leged positions. So-called objectivity is
just a mental game of pretending to have
a perspective other than one's own. It is
an attempt to know something without
participating in the act. In its most dan-
gerous form, this pretended external
truth (with no human fingerprints on it)
turns out to support the personal beliefs
of those who discover it, often resulting
in a system of self-righteousness that is
not open for discussion by others.
A more modest and defensible posi-

tion about which beliefs support life de-
voted to the good, as well as the true
and the beautiful, is intersubjectivity.
There is much to be said for living in
communities where our behavior is in-
telligible and predictable to others and
where we advance each other's good
because we recognize it as our good as
well. Thomas McCarthy puts this hu-
manism in the following terms. "Mem-
bers of our species become individuals in
and through being socialized into net-

works of reciprocal social relations, so
that personal identity is from the start in-
terwoven with relations of mutual rec-
ognition. This interdependence brings
with it a reciprocal vulnerability that calls
for guarantees of mutual consideration
to preserve both the integrity of indi-
viduals and the web of interpersonal re-
lations of which they form and maintain
their identities."°' P. This web is the
moral community.

So-called objectivity Is
just o mental game

of pretending to have a
perspective other than

one's own.

Interchangeable Perspectives. The
intersubjectivity of members of a moral
community is more than a club of indi-
viduals who speak and act the same or
share common self interests. Lawrence
Kohlberg is a psychologist who has
studied moral developmentl° and be-
lieves that the highest levels of ethical
standing include recognition that one's
perspective is interchangeable with the
perspectives of others in the community.
Interchangeable perspectives mean that
we can see things from other's points of
view, we know that others understand
our motives, and that the same actions
cannot simultaneously be appropriate for
us and inappropriate for others. That is
what it means to speak in the first person
plural — "we."

The Emotional Test. One way to test
ethical perspective is by analyzing emo-
tions. Ethical philosophers usually have
none because they are engaged in an exer-
cise of rational analysis rather than moral
analysis. The popular definition that eth-
ics is the study of right and wrong leaves
the matter in the hands of a few "pro-
fessional ethicists."" A sense of moral su-
periority comes from a pseudo ethics or
an objective view that brackets one's

own perspective out of consideration.
Common forms of this include the
"naturalistic fallacy" that just because
something exists and has for some time
is reason to believe it ought to exist. This
is what Voltaire panned so cleverly in
Candide ("This is the best of all possible
worlds" — because it is the only one). A
more dangerous form of this argument
is the "ethnocentric fallacy" which mis-
takes my own prejudices as an adult,
white, well-educated, Western male as
some how being important moral prin-
ciples. The emotions that more accu-
rately signal ethical danger are a combi-
nation of resentment, indignation, and sad-
ness.'2 These are the emotions that lead to
considered public action. Anger and defen-
siveness are another kind of emotion and
usually indicate a threat to self interests
rather than to moral community.

Post-Modern Philosophy. Although dis-
cursive ethics may seem attractive for or-
ganized dentistry or for professional
groups such as the American College of
Dentists, most dentists find it foreign
and just a little out of reach. Dental edu-
cation is grounded in the objective sci-
ences that can be "seen" (experts must
have slides) and an old pedagogy of
"right and wrong" answers (picked
from a short list of alternatives). Dental
practice cherishes the image of the rug-
ged individualist and presumes an inher-
ently unequal relation between dentist and
patient.

Dentistry is a thoroughly modern art
and science, being born in the early
1700s with the help of Pierre Fauchard.
Philosophers call this period from 1650
through 1850 the modern age, or the era
of objectivity. Most of the theories of
ethics being considered by dentistry to-
day were developed well before that pe-
riod. All of them share the assumption
that it is possible to create an ethical sys-
tem that is complete and rationally de-
fensible and that the remaining ethical
questions are largely matters of discover-
ing the true principles and ensuring their
implementation.

Linguistic analysis, communicative ac-
tion, pragmatism, and the other philo-
sophical underpinnings of discursive eth-
ics are all examples of post-modern phi-
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losophy. There is no clear definition of
post-modernism, but post-moderns
seem to agree that explanations can be
complete or consistent, but not both si-
multaneously and to favor theories
which lead to useful consequences over
those purporting rational truth. The so-
cial sciences and physics, mathematics,
and computer artificial intelligence have
already moved beyond modernism. The
biological sciences and medicine have
not. Douglas Hofstadter's Pulitzer Prize
winning Godeh Escher, Bach: An Eternal
Golden Braid' offers a semi-popular in-
troduction to post-modernism.

For the post-modern, there is no ra-
tional escape from the tangle of inconsis-
tency, incompleteness, and personal per-
spective. Referencing a moral principle
that is consistent with one's actions is not
convincing evidence of acting ethically. It
is often an act of ethical justification. The
principles either do not cover all situa-
tions sufficiently (incomplete) or several
might apply (inconsistent), and there is
no "superior" perspective from which
completely defensible choice is possible.
The same criticisms could be applied in
other forms to most currendy popular
approaches to dental ethics.

Post-moderns reverse the usual or-
der between reasoning and moral action.
The ethical imperative is to seek moral
community through action, not to seek
personal certainty as a precondition for
action. We find out who we are and
what we stand for at the table; not be-
fore we go there. As the founder of
American pragmatism, Charles S. Pierce,
expressed it: "But above all let it be con-
sidered that what is more wholesome
than any particular belief is integrity of
belief; and that to avoid looking into the
support of any belief from a fear that it
may turn out rotten is quite as immoral as
it is disadvantageous.""' "

At the Table
The case "Managing Carefully" is

only superficially about ethics. It is princi-
pally a discussion among three dentists
about their economic self interests with
occasional references to the suspect mo-
tives of others. The only promise that is
made in the case is to continue to treat

patients as they have been treated in the
past, despite the acknowledgment from
Ross that "times change, this is not the
60s. These are not the same patients we
started with" and "they say they would
like to stay with us, but they can't afford
it.

Many would applaud the decision of
these three dentists. If it doesn't exactly
fit the Golden Rule, there are certainly
many dentists who believe with Ross that
"If the profession will just stick together,
. . . this thing is going to blow over."

What is missing in these dentists' con-
versation is a sense that the moral com-
munity — those effected by their deci-
sions — might also include purchasers
such as the teachers union and the com-
puter company referred to in the case,
patients themselves, and the dentists' "so-
called" colleagues who have different
perspectives on the issue. They are not at
the table; they are not part of the moral
community envisioned by these dentists.
Although the dentists are in dialogue
with the managed care broker through
the contract, there is little specific discus-
sion about it and Hal is clear that he
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toric prohibition against "selling" on the
part of professionals may actually stem
from the relationship that this creates be-
tween the professional and the patient.
"Sellers" are in relationship to "buyers,"
and buyers have the power of saying yes
or no. If dentists are not considered
"sellers," patients cannot claim the rights
of "buyers." When dentists seek to
dominate the dentist-patient relationship
and limit treatment alternatives to those
that are professionally most favored, the
communication is strategic rather than
communicative. As Habermas points
out, "The argument made possible by
discourse depends on two things: the
individual's inalienable right to say yes or
no and his overcoming of his egocentric
viewpoint."2" p. 202

The fight over managed care is
largely at the strategic level, working out
whose self interests will be served. As
Jerry observes, "The measure of any
practice is the patients — whoever owns
the patients owns the practice."

The fight over managed care could
become an ethical discussion if the verb
is shifted from "control" to "communi-

No ethical community can be created for those
who do not recognize that the rules they use to

judge others must be the rules they use to judge
themselves.

"doesn't care what anyone says [about
it]." The dentists are presuming to speak
for the patients and the purchasers with-
out specifically inviting them to partici-
pate.

Perhaps dentists' deciding what is in
patients' best interests can be defended
on scientific ground, but it cannot be de-
fended ethically. For example, consider
the issue of professionals advertising
which the three dentists find objection-
able in their colleagues. This has histori-
cally been considered an ethical issue in-
volving the relationship between profes-
sionals who advertise and those who do
not. It can also be considered an issue
between dentists and patients. The his-

cate." There are signs that the dental pro-
fession is taking the lead over third-party
brokers in communicating with both pa-
tients and purchasers. If such communi-
cation is sincere — if there is open listen-
ing — the dentist-patient and the dentist-
purchaser relationships will be preserved.
If it is nothing more than competition
for patients and whether dentists will be
able to maintain their historic monopoly
on defining value in oral health care, the
profession can well anticipate several de-
cades of compromise. The future of the
profession will be significantly influenced
by whom it chooses to talk with. Either
dentistry must find a way to talk with pa-
tients and providers as autonomous in-
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dividuals, or dentistry will increasingly
find itself talking with the lawyers for
third-party brokers.
We must look at Hal's contention

that managed care companies "look at
averages; not real people." The French,
post-modern philosopher Michel Fou-
cault takes the position that all practice
that reduces individuals to norms or av-
erages is inherently unethical because it
robs them of their unique identity.'5 The
debate over treating or accounting based
on individual patients or aggregates is a
misstatement of the issue. A significant
challenge facing the profession in the
next few years will be to discover ways
of thinking and talking about the delivery
of care and the management of practices
that combines understanding of both the
individual and the group. Dental science
is made stronger by this double vision -
an SNA angle can only be fully inter-
preted by knowing the age group from
which the measurement comes. The
same might be true of business practices.

At least since Biblical times, there has
been an argument whether intentions or
motives could be unethical. "Whosoever
shall kill shall be in danger of the judg-
ment: but I say unto you that whosoever
is angry with his brother without a cause
shall be in danger of the judgment."
(Matt 5:21-22.) Today we are principally
concerned with actions as being unethi-
cal. But the proponents of discursive
ethics would have us pay more serious
attention to how we talk. Not only are
lying and making false promises outright
unethical, negligence in speech damages
relationships as well.

R. Alexy, a student of Habermas, has
drawn up a little list of rules for how to
talk in ethical discussions.2 For example,
one of Alexy's rules is that "Every per-
son with the competence to speak and
act is allowed to take part in a dis-
course." This is how we know immedi-
ately that the discussion between Hal,
Ross, and Jerry is not an ethical discus-
sion of what is best for patients. There
are no patients present; the dentists speak
for the patients. Another discourse rule is
that "Every person may assert only what
he or she really believes." There is no
way to get inside Jerry's head, but I have

heard many professional men and not a
few career women justify the workaholic
lifestyle they have chosen by saying they
‘`owe it to their family." Most would be
horrified at the thought of having a
frank discussion with their families on
this matter.
Of the other rules proposed by

Alexy, one more will serve to illustrate
the ethical confusion in the case being
analyzed. This rule states that whatever is
said about a particular situation must also
be held to be true for all similar situa-
tions. It is the "What is sauce for the
goose is sauce for the gander" rule. Hal,
for example, condemns managed care
brokers who "buy and sell patients."
Twenty seconds later, Jerry asks the
question what their practice would be
worth if they sold it. Ross vilifies his "so-
called colleagues" for "badmouthing"
other dentists. Ross traces the success of
the practice to selecting patients who
want and can afford the type of care
they offer (and presumably excluding
others) while Hal damns the managed
care brokers for reducing patient choice.
Later Jerry uncovers a conspiracy that
‘`somebody, and I don't know who it
is" is pushing for a single standard of
care. Insurance company executives who
make money in the dental care market
are chastised; dentists who do the same
are not. In one sentence, Ross decries the
erosion of free-market enterprise and in
the next sentence calls for government
protection of dentists' interests.

The problem in each of these situa-
tions is the dentists' blindness to inter-
changeable perspectives. No communi-
cation is possible and no ethical commu-
nity can be created for dentists such as
these who do not recognize that the
rules they use to judge others must be the
rules they use to judge themselves. Per-
haps the most damaging of these linguis-
tic fallacies is the claim by Hal that man-
aged care is "tempting young dentists
and others with weak ethics to abuse pa-
tients." Being young does not place one
in the category of having weak ethics.
ADA statistics show that the number of
managed care patients per dental prac-
tice is the same regardless of the age of
the practitioner. How can the profession

have an honest discussion in the face of
attitudes such as these?

Ethics emerges in honest discussion
- not with those who already have the
same self interests we do - but with
everyone who is effected by our actions.
It is a community activity characterized
by free expression. The historic concern
of the American College of Dentists
with ethics is almost self explanatory: it is
a group striving to become an ethical
community. And the communications
activities of the college are the principle
vehicle for this. It seems only natural that
one would look for virtue in the virtu-
ous society.
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Moral Problem-Solving
in Managed Care

E. Haavi Morreim, PhD

T
he approach to moral analysis
presented here does not appear
on standard lists of ethics meth-
odology. I think of it as "moral

problem-solving, with an emphasis on
practical considerations that are crucial
for someone who wants to resolve a
problem in a morally credible way2-2

If we are trying to do the right things,
theoretical agonizing is not always neces-
sary, nor is it necessarily the best thing to
do. Various schools of moral philoso-
phy can help on the most profound, in-
tractable issues, but as a matter of practi-
cal fact, many of our moral challenges
are neither profound nor intractable.
Our moral lives are normally comprised
of complex situations whose constituent
elements are often amenable to consid-
erable alteration. Our moral aim should
be, not to make dramatic choices that
honor one value at terrible sacrifice to
some competing value, but to invent a
resolution that honors all the important
values as well as possible. Sometimes
terrible priority choices are unavoidable.
But with a bit of ingenuity, those occa-
sions can be much rarer than we might
think. And such ingenuity is our moral
obligation.

The first task in any morally prob-
lematic situation is to figure out what —
really — is going on. In my own experi-
ence doing ethics consultations in a
medical setting over the past sixteen
years, I would estimate that in 70% -
80% of requests for consultation the real
problem turns out to be a communica-
tion mix-up or a need for further factual
information.

In other cases the problem stems
from fallacies in reasoning. An example
from my experience in medicine con-
cerns a middle-aged lady with asthma
who asked, during a routine check-up,
how her lungs sounded. The physician
judged that in fact they sounded some-
what poor, though not unusually bad for
this particular patient. He was reluctant to
say so, however, because the last time he
did, her immediate anxiety reaction pre-
cipitated an asthma attack that led to
three days in the hospital. He seemed on
the horns of a dilemma: either be honest
with her and possibly cause harm or
avoid harm via some form of decep-
tion. But this analysis represents a false di-
chotomy, because it fails to uncover a
major assumption. The physician implic-
itly presumes that for this lady, there is an
unbreakable connection between hearing
bad news and becoming highly anxious.
That assumption must be questioned.
Why does a mildly negative report about
her lungs trigger such panic? Perhaps she
cannot afford her medications or maybe
she mistakenly believes that her condition
is just like that of a relative or friend who
recently died. The apparent ethical di-
lemma disappears when the problem
can be reframed to address the funda-
mental issues, not their superficial mani-
festations.

In other words, moral problem-
solving is often a "gum-shoe" fact-find-
ing and problem-clarification effort.
When done well, ethics dilemmas can
sometimes be made to disappear. Two
of the cardinal rules in such detective
work are to seek primary sources of in-
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formation and to avoid making unwar-
ranted assumptions or relying on others'
assumptions.

Some apparent moral dilemmas are
real ones, of course, not resolvable by
further information and clarification.
Here, the key step is to identify the im-
portant values at stake. This requires
identifying the people or groups who
have a significant stake in the dilemma's
resolution. Beyond that, identifying the
important values will require thinking
about the things that human beings cher-
ish: wellbeing, freedom and autonomy,
honesty, justice, compassion, and as-
sorted others. In ordinary life, ethical
challenges are usually entangled with a
host of factors: political battles, logistic
obstacles, emotional entanglements. But
if the problem is to be resolved, all of
them must be acknowledged to what-
ever extent they play an important role.

The final step is creative problem-
solving. In many cases, the most obvious
options may not be the ones that can
best honor all the important, competing
values. In that case, one's challenge is to
invent new options that will do better.
Traditional indemnity insurers, for in-
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stance, tended until recently to reimburse
a number of procedures only when per-
formed in a hospital. The result was
sometimes perverse and costly: a patient
who would prefer to be at home, and
who could be cared for much less ex-
pensively there, nevertheless might lan-
guish in a hospital. Finally recognizing the
need to do better, many insurers and
MCOs (managed care organizations)
have installed case management systems
that can sometimes develop more satis-
factory alternatives.

Dentistry and Managed Core
If dentists are to address the prob-

lems of managed care, they must first
understand them. That understanding
must not be based on prevailing fashion-
able ideology, but rather on a clear, ac-
curate, factual understanding. This is the
gum-shoe step in moral problem-solv-
ing, and often it is the most important.
Dentistry is significantly different from
medicine, and these differences shape in
significant and perhaps surprising ways
the issues dentists actually face.

This section explores several com-
mon concerns about managed care, as
captured in the conversation between
Ross, Jerry, and Hal, and in the College's
White Paper on managed care and eth-
ics. The concerns listed here overlap
somewhat, but each merits attention.

Managed care can force the dentist to pro-
vide poor-quality care. This concern arises
from both of managed care's principal
tools: controls and incentives. Utilization
controls are used, partly because health
care practices are based in incomplete
science. Indeed, the White Paper inquires
whether there is an ethical risk in allowing
practice to get so far out ahead of its
factual foundations. Fee-for-service
practice, combined with generous insur-
ance coverage, encourages a quick pro-
liferation of technology, often before it
has been adequately tested. Studies now
reveal wide variations in health care
practices that are not supported by much
more than local habits, ideologies, and
fashions.3-22 The problem is profound in
medicine, but not absent in dentistry.

While lavish funding has fueled pro-
liferation of unevaluated treatment, ag-

gressive cost containment has fueled
rapid proliferation of unevaluated guide-
lines. In some cases these guidelines are
not founded on science at all, but only
on the consensus of a limited number of
people disposed to favor conservative
care. Other guidelines are based on out-
comes studies carried out by MC0s, in-
surers, manufacturers of drugs and de-
vices, and others with a significant con-
flict of interest in the outcome of the re-
search.23-27 Even a well-constructed
guideline, if enforced by personnel who
do not understand when exceptions are
needed, can be pernicious. Dentists are
understandably reluctant to follow them
blindly.

Incentives likewise can leave the den-
tist in a difficult predicament. In regions
where solo and small-group practices
predominate, individual practitioners
may have very little power to bargain
over the terms of a managed care con-
tract. Particularly for recent graduates
with debts, or where an adequate fee-
for-service practice is difficult to build,
dentists may feel they have little choice

I f dentists are to address
the problems of man-

aged core, they must first
understand them.

but to accept managed care contracts,
and on terms they find distasteful if not
unethical.

Realities, however, are more com-
plex. For one thing, dentists are consid-
erably more free than physicians to de-
liver appropriate care even when dis-
couraged by incentives or other con-
straints. Physicians commonly must use
costly technologies such as computed
tomography or magnetic resonance for
diagnosis, or even costlier drugs, devices,
surgeries, and hospitalization for treat-
ment. And usually these tools are owned,
controlled, and paid for by other parties.
If an insurer or MCO refuses to pay, or
if a hospital refuses to let the physician

use these tools without funding, the phy-
sician may have limited options.

Dentists, in contrast, rely almost ex-
clusively on their own professional
knowledge and skill, and on the tools
they own in their offices. Hence, even if a
third party refuses to pay for a particular
intervention, the dentist can usually pro-
vide it, albeit at a personal expense in
time and perhaps also materials. Rather
than arguing that they are literally forced
to provide poor care, dentists' more
correctly stated claim is that they are
placed in the unfair position of having
personally to make up for payers' refus-
als to meet their obligations. Further-
more, while care that is foregone in
medicine can mean death or major dis-
ability, this is rarely the consequence in
dentistry where there is often more time
to consider one's alternatives.

Moreover, inappropriate utilization
decrees can often be appealed. Here, the
real problem is that such appeals can
cost precious time and aggravation, par-
ticularly when the insurer or MCO sys-
tematically installs such obstacles as part
of its cost containment strategy.28-30 At

this point, the real ethical challenge is to
identify at what point this constant fight-
ing represents an undue "hassle-factor"
that is above and beyond the call of ethi-
cal duty.31

Managed care forces the dental profession to
reduce the standard of care. This concern, a
variant of the one above, reaches deeper
into philosophical issues because it in-
quires whether dentists should provide a
single standard of care. The legal system,
for instance, presumes that there is a basi-
cally uniform standard of care to which
dentists and physicians can be held. Al-
though the courts accept variation for
reputable minorities, differing schools of
thought, and to some extent different
local practices, nevertheless there is an ex-
pectation that these varying styles should
still lead to a comparable quality of
care.32-33 Alternatively stated, the stan-
dards question asks whether there is
some minimal level of care, below
which the dentist or physician should not
dip. The very notion of professionalism
seems to suggest an affirmative re-
sponse.34
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The traditional expectation of a single
standard of care based on prevailing
practices may have made sense in an era
when health care providers had little to
offer beyond their knowledge and skill,
and it may have been reasonable so long
as lavish funding meant that virtually ev-
eryone could have access to the latest
and greatest developments. However,
rapid proliferation of costly techniques,
now combined with the urgent need to
contain costs, opens the door to major
questions regarding which interventions
are worth pursuing, at what cost.

Some of the most obvious examples
come from medicine: one clotlysis drug
for patients with heart attack may pro-
vide a 1% improvement in mortality risk,
but at ten times the cost of the leading al-
temative.35-37 In most cases the tradeoffs
are not clear choices among defined out-
comes, but simply a change in risk, as
when a costlier antibiotic brings a some-
what greater chance of curing or avoid-
ing infection.38 Dentistry carries its own
comparable tradeoffs. A crown might
be the ideal treatment in a given case, but
in light of its higher costs, some patients
would opt for extraction or an amalgam
buildup.39

Such value choices should not be
camouflaged under such notions as
"medically necessary," "unnecessary,((standard," or the like. To judge, for in-
stance, that the costlier drug is "neces-
sary" implies that all patients must agree
with this particular cost-value trade-off.
More important, it presumes that all
health plans must include this level of
care. By implication, such coverage
means that patients should have no alter-
native but to purchase this level of cov-
erage, regardless of whether they might
like to use that money for other ways to
improve their health or reduce their risk
of injury or illness or pursue other life
goals.

When dentists insist that they must not
be forced by managed care to change
their style of practice, the dentists may be
engaging in coercion of patients. To
refuse to acknowledge that sometimes
there is more than one acceptable way to
solve a problem, and further that some-
times even a suboptimal treatment can

still be acceptable, is to force patients to
accept dentists' values about what prices
are worth paying.

Encouragingly, the legal system is be-
ginning to recognize the legitimacy of
such variation. Courts have long ac-
knowledged that health plans can legiti-
mately differ in the level of resources
they provide.3440 Recently courts have be-
gun a trend away from a "judge-made
insurance" that awards broad benefits to
patients and toward upholding health
plans' contractual limits more firmly.°

Managed care infiinges patients' autonomy.
Like the others, this concern has a very
real basis. In many instances, patients
who may previously have had indemnity
insurance with an open choice of pro-
viders suddenly find themselves in a
managed plan with limited provider and
treatment options. They may not be in-
formed about treatment restrictions and
almost certainly have not been told
about provider incentives such as capita-
tion. Clearly, autonomy appears to be in-
fringed.

Closer analysis, however, suggests
that the managed care plan does not
necessarily create this infringement. Sup-
pose that a private citizen, fully informed
about all a plan's provider and treatment
limits and even about its incentive struc-
ture, made a judgment that, for the
money he or she wants to spend on
dental care, this plan suited his or her
needs better than any other option. In
that case, enforcement of the plan's lim-
its would not represent any suppression
of autonomy whatever. It would simply
be implementing this person's own
choices — an honoring of the au-
tonomy owed to an adult who is com-
petent to make his or her own decisions.

The real coercion may happen at the
level of employers. Although employees
often regard health care benefits as a
"freebie" added to their wages, medical
and dental insurance is in fact part of that
compensation. Between 1970 and 1989,
employer expenditures ... for wages
and salaries increased only 1% [while]
employer spending for employee health
benefits increased 163%."41 When em-
ployers take their workers' money and
make unilateral decisions about what
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health benefits to buy with little or no in-
put from those whose money they are
spending, they act coercively. In the case
of medical care, once a health plan is
chosen — and 84% of businesses that
provide health care offer only one
choice° — the employee has little alter-
native but to accept it, with whatever re-
strictions that entails.

Equally important, medical services
are so costly that few people can directly
pay for many of them out of pocket. A
significant illness or injury bodes bank-
ruptcy. In this respect, dentistry is differ-
ent. Most people can directly pay for
routine care. Even the costliest treat-
ments, such as root canals, crowns,
bridges, and implants, are within most
people's reach if given a reasonable pay-
ment schedule. In this sense, employer-
selected dental benefits do not leave em-
ployees nearly as helpless to pursue their
own values as in the case of medical in-
surance. The restrictiveness might in
some cases be unfair or improper, but
the employee's autonomy has not been
obliterated.

Managed care assaults profissionalism, turn-
ingdentists' profissional servUes into a mere com-
modity. Many MCOs throughout health
care are attempting to standardize care,
partly because, as noted above, so much
of the variation in providers' practices
has no scientific basis. Unfortunately, the
guidelines themselves are often equally
unscientific, stemming more from obvi-
ous cost savings than from care consid-
erations. Such guides may amount to an
"assembly line" care that ignores impor-
tant differences from one patient to the
next. The situation poses a significant
problem because professions are in part
defined by the fact that sophisticated
judgment and individuality of care are re-
quired.

Though true and important, this ar-
gument should not be overrated. Patients
are indeed individual, but if dentists or
any other health-care providers were to
claim that every patient is absolutely
unique they would be denying that their
profession is based on science. Science,
after all, seeks pattern and regularity in
the world. The real question, therefore, is
not whether greater orderliness might
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beneficially be brought to the practice,
but whose order, based on what. As ar-
gued above, it is time to recognize that
health care, including dentistry, involves
not just scientific regularities, but also
myriad cost-value tradeoffs about which
people may legitimately differ.

Consumers normally have power of
the purse. They command respect be-
cause, if their needs are not met, they can
seek services elsewhere. In some more
ideal world, it might be preferable for
patients to seek care without worrying
about financial matters. However, so
long as resources are limited for the
many goals to which human beings as-
pire, it is better to acknowledge prices
and opportunity costs than to ignore
them. Only when the economic dimen-
sions of care are openly acknowledged
can we begin to make intelligent deci-
sions that assign proper priorities among
our values.

Dentists like Ross in the hypothetical
case may perhaps decry the emergence
of a more vigorous marketplace in
health care, and it must be conceded that
a certain crudeness almost inevitably ac-
companies such changes. And yet the
good old clays" in which there was

"only internal marketing, ... comparable
fees, and no bad-mouthing your col-
leagues" was marked by a high degree
of control by the profession, not only
over itself, but over those it served. As
recent developments in antitrust law em-
phasize, when health care providers for-
bid each other to advertise, the result is
higher prices.° Another predictable result
is reduced choice: so long as costs are
not part of the deliberation, it is easy for
professionals to insist that they can only
provide one level of care — the best —
and that surely others are misguided if
they dare suggest lowering that stan-
dard. ° Many patients shared this view as
long as widespread availability of lavish
insurance, particularly for medical care,
encouraged them to think that health
care is free, and that one should never
have to pay when it comes to health.° A
greater room for patients to choose
what they want in dental care will require
an openness of discussion in which all
parties acknowledge that good care is

not free, that more economical ap-
proaches to care may be entirely accept-
able, and that if one chooses a plan with
limits, one must live with the conse-
quences of the limits chosen.

Managed care places dentists in conflicts of
interest. This problem has been widely
discussed. On the one hand, it is well-rec-
ognized that fee-for-service financing
creates a conflict of interest, namely to in-
crease the volume and intensity of ser-
vices in order to reap higher earnings.
Conversely, capitation financing and
other managed care incentives reward
the dentist for limiting care. Perhaps the
key moral worry is that while the former
conflict is fairly obvious to patients who
see that the more things the dentist does,

Health care, including
o'entistiy, involves . . .

myriad cost-value
tradeoffs about which
people may legitimately
differ

the higher the bill goes, the latter conflict
is not at all evident unless it is explicitly
disclosed. Equally important, patients
may never know which treatment op-
tions are being withheld unless they are
extremely savvy.

The problem must not be under-
rated, because it can be deeply corrosive
to the dentist-patient relationship. Per-
haps the most damaging element is se-
crecy. Somewhat like marital infidelity,
the patient may suspect that the dentist is
not being fully candid, yet a reluctance to
confront the issue may sow seeds of dis-
trust that are never adequately addressed.
The remedy for this, however, is well
within the dentist's control. Honest dis-
cussion of the nature and limits of the
patient's health plan, combined with a
good-faith effort to deliver the best pos-
sible care within those constraints can at
least restore communication that is the in-
dispensable substrate for trust.

Managed care can adversely affect access to
dental care. Access concerns need to be
subdivided. Sometimes this refers to pa-
tients' ability to gain access to any care at
all ("general access") and sometimes to
their ability to use the particular provid-
ers and treatments of their choice ("spe-
cific access").

In medicine, some sort of health plan
is necessary for most people to have
general access to health care. Although in
many cases the move from indemnity
insurance to managed care is prompted
by businesses' need to contain costs, the
implications go further. In some cases it
is the only way in which an employer can
continue employee health benefits, or
perhaps even to add them where they
were not already provided.° Thus, some
specific limits on provider and treatment
choices may be the only way to broaden
general access to care.

In dentistry, however, managed care
cannot be analyzed in quite the same
way. The cost of dental care is not finan-
cially prohibitive for most Americans,
and even a serious dental problem does
not ordinarily bode economic ruin. Thus,
managed dental care cannot be seen as
crucial to access in the same way it may
be for medical care. In some situations it
may actually enhance general access,
though in most cases managed dental
care probably represents an employer's
attempt to limit its outlays for a benefit
its workers have been receiving.

Against this background, it becomes
important to assess what effects financial
subsidies have on access to care and on
the relationship between dentists and pa-
tients. In some ways, the effect of in-
demnity insurance — the direct payment
of incurred costs — is perverse. Al-
though insurance makes it much easier to
see a dentist, with a wide range of treat-
ment and provider choices, two side-ef-
fects are sobering. First, widespread in-
surance coverage can actually hinder ac-
cess for those who lack coverage. Once
patients are economically insulated from
the costs of their care, fees tend to rise,
along with volume and intensity of ser-
vices. Such a rise in the cost of care can
make access considerably more difficult
for those who pay out of pocket. Sec-
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ond, a rich level of coverage may inhibit
an optimal relationship between dentist
and patient. The less the patient needs to
think about costs, the less reason he or
she has to discuss carefully the care that
the dentist recommends. As long as there
is not some other cost, such as pain or
time away from work, the patient may
be inclined to say "let's just do whatever
you think is best, Doctor; my insurance
will cover it."

Typical dental insurance, however,
may provide something of a check on
this pattern. Since many plans require a
substantial copay, patients still have a sig-
nificant financial interest in careful con-
versations with their providers. And
providers have an ongoing reason to en-
sure the satisfaction of people who can
take their business elsewhere.

Managed care, in contrast, tends to
insulate patients almost entirely from the
costs of their care. On one level this en-
hances access, since there are no financial
barriers to care. And managed plans do
not tend to raise the fees, volume, or in-
tensity of services, so they do not have
the perverse effect of chilling access for
the people who pay out of pocket.
However, the patient's ease of agreeing
to a recommended treatment is counter-
acted by the necessity, within managed
plans, to restrict the treatments to be rec-
ommended. Furthermore, this economic
insulation can also impede relationships,
possibly even more so than in indemnity
insurance.

Fortunately, in the case of dental care
the constraints are not unmanageable.
The option to seek care out of plan or
out of pocket is genuinely available for
most people. Accordingly, a crucial
moral task is to ensure that patients un-
derstand enough about their managed
care plan to make intelligent decisions
about when to stay within it and when to
move on.

Deeper Issues and Moral
Problem-Solving in Managed
Core

The real moral challenges of man-
aged care are a bit different than com-
monly envisioned. Dentists are not often
literally coerced to provide bad care;

standards of care may rightly be more
flexible than some observers presume;
the curtailment of patients' autonomy
may sometimes come more from the
employer than from the MCO; even un-
der restrictive plans, patients retain con-
siderable freedom regarding dental care
because it is generally much more af-
fordable than medical care; and regard-
ing health care as a service subject to
cost-value tradeoffs may be a salutary
development.

But some very real problems remain
in three major areas. First, patients need
greater freedom to act on their own
cost-value priorities, especially in choos-
ing among plans and in making choices
within plans. This may require revising
the connection between employment
and health care. Patients may also be in-
adequately informed by employers,
plans, and providers alike about the lim-
its and incentives built into their chosen
or assigned dental plan. And patients
may be so economically insulated that
employers or payers who incur the eco-
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sult.48-5' In many of these pools, indepen-
dent agencies gather factual information
to help subscribers choose knowledge-
ably among the plans. Those who create
such pools can, if they wish, require eli-
gible plans to submit detailed informa-
tion about their rules, procedures, finan-
cial condition, and a host of other fac-
tors. Patients can be brought into eco-
nomic contact with their care either by
retaining a significant copayment or, if it
is thought desirable to avoid any finan-
cial barriers to care, by a variant of medi-
cal savings accounts in which copays are
made from a dedicated fund of money
whose remainder is kept by the patient at
the end of the year.

Second, dentists may need better op-
portunities for fair negotiation with
health plans. If solo practitioners find
themselves unable to avoid morally, eco-
nomically, or professionally distasteful
contractual arrangements, then a better
bargaining leverage needs to be created.
Dentists need to find ways to mitigate
the conflicts of interest that arise under

A crucial moral task is to ensure that patients under-
stand enough about their managed core pion

to make intelligent decisions about when to stay
within it and when to move on.

nomic risks of dental care may be un-
willing to permit them the freedom to
make unfettered treatment choices.

Remedies could take a variety of
forms, which can only be briefly sug-
gested here. A greater diversity of
choices among plans might be achieved
by the kind of purchasing pools that are
emerging for medical plans. The federal
government, for instance, contributes a
defined amount to enable each em-
ployee to choose among several hun-
dred plans, with employees paying any
difference between the government sub-
sidy and the actual premium if they
choose a higher-cost plan.47 A number
of purchasing pools in the private sector,
some for large employers and some for
small companies, achieve a similar re-

various payment systems and to disclose
appropriately those that cannot be
avoided.

In fact, dentists may be able to ar-
range greater flexibility in contracting
than they might suspect. Individual prac-
titioners need not regard a contract as
written in stone. With the assistance of
good legal counsel, a number of provi-
sions can be modified in many cases.
Further, dentists need not necessarily act
alone. Although antitrust problems arise
immediately if otherwise-independent
dentists collaborate regarding the terms
and rates to which they'll agree, some
kinds of associations can create a nu-
merical strength that may permit sub-
stantial leverage in negotiation. Physicians
have been creative in this area, forming
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independent practice associations, group
practices without walls, traditional group
practices, and even unions. Dentists may
need to construct new associations of
their own.

Third, if utilization guidelines are too
often based on little or no scientifically
acceptable research, dentists need to find
ways to fill that gap, and they need to
figure out how to manage inappropriate
utilization verdicts in the meantime. As
noted in the White Paper elsewhere in
this issue, such research is growing rap-
idly among managed care providers.
Further, once it is recognized that there
can be more than one acceptable way to
treat a variety of conditions - including
some that are less optimal because they
are less costly - dentists as a profession
need to decide just what they will con-
sider to be the minimum quality of care
that any member can provide. Such
standards need to be based, not on cus-
toms or on a concern to preserve prac-
tice revenues, but on a thoughtful philo-
sophical dialogue about what the profes-
sion means.
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A Moral Development
Perspective Applied to a Case
on Dental Managed Care

Muriel J. Bebeau, PhD, FACD

M
oral psychology is interested
in understanding how
people come to make and
implement defensible moral

decisions. To address this question, the
psychologist first asks why people tend
to act unethically. Are they just plain bad?
Actually, a great deal of improper con-
duct is committed by fundamentally de-
cent people who believe in and are
committed to ethical values. When Mid-
west Savings and Loan President Hal
Greenwood was convicted on multiple
charges of fraud, some jurors com-
mented that Greenwood was a basically
good person who just got caught up in
a series of questionable activities. A re-
view of psychological research' would
support that possibility. There appear to
be four fundamental reasons why
people sometimes fail to do what others
consider moral:

One is a problem of moral blindness,
the failure to perceive all the ethical im-
plications of conduct. Imagine a dentist
who believes he has achieved consent
for dental treatment, but fails to recog-
nize that the sweet little lady in the dental
chair is seriously cognitively impaired.
The dentist may be well intentioned, but
blind to the symptoms of impaired de-
cision making. Or, imagine the dentist
who fails to see the moral implications
of a "gag order" included in the man-
aged care contract he signed.

A second problem is defective reasoning.
History is replete with shocking instances
of crooked thinking. Remember how
Nazi officers defended killing millions of
Jews on the basis of their duty to obey
authority? Or Nazi physicians' justifica-
tion of the use of concentration camp
prisoners for lethal experiments? Al-
though one needn't rely on history for
examples of defective reasoning, the rea-
sons advanced by Nazi officers and phy-
sicians during the Nuremberg Trial
served as a catalyst for psychologist
Lawrence Kohlberg's pioneering efforts
to understand how reasoning processes
developed, how education inhibited or
promoted development, and how the
capacity to "think like a philosopher" re-
lated to moral judgment and action.

After thirty years of research, there
appears to be pretty convincing evidence
that there are conceptually different
problem-solving strategies used by
people to handle moral problems.2 The
strategies form a developmental hierar-
chy. What we mean is that some strate-
gies are more adequate than others, in the
same way that some conceptual frame-
works for handling math problems are
more adequate than others. For ex-
ample: Persons who know calculus can
handle more complex problems than
people who only know algebra. Persons
who know long division can handle
more complex problems than persons

Ethics

who can only add and subtract. As the
demands of the problem increase, these
mathematical systems can be applied
with greater efficiency. For many of the
math problems one encounters in day to
day life, addition and subtraction work
just fine. We may rarely need to use alge-
bra or calculus to handle day to day
problems. Likewise in the moral life,
most of the problems we face in day to
day life are covered by existing laws and
rules. Our decision is whether to do what
we should, not what we should do. While
it is helpful to understand the rationale
behind existing rules or laws, and helpful
to have developed the capacities to ap-
ply conceptually adequate moral frame-
works to new or old moral problems
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in the department of
Preventive Sciences at
the University of
Minnesota School of
Dentistry; Director of
Education for the
Center for the Study of
Ethical Development;
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with the Center for
Biomedical Ethics at
the University of
Minnesota. She was
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Honorary Fellow of the
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(i.e., to "think like a philosopher"), it is
not essential for leading a moral life. But
in the professions, one is likely to en-
counter new moral problems, ones that
haven't been adjudicated. In such in-
stances, competence in moral reasoning
becomes a necessary survival skill. Pro-
fessionals are expected to distinguish

T he psychologist first asks
1 why people tend to act
unethically.

among competing values, to prioritize
conflicting rights and develop a
morally-defensible course of action.

But, knowing one's moral responsi-
bility is, of course, no guarantee that one
will do it. A third problem occurs when
an individual fails to give priority to moral
concerns. A few years ago the dental pro-
fession worried about an oversupply of
dentists and a decreasing incidence of
disease, conditions which could stress the
professional's commitment to put the
patient's interests first. Today the profes-
sion is concerned about the proliferation
of managed care arrangements that
tempt the dentist to cut corners on pa-
tient care in order to maintain a profit-
able practice. The potential for such a
problem to have far reaching conse-
quences for the profession and the pub-
lic becomes even more apparent when
we consider human nature. Daniel
Goleman,3 in his book Vital Lies, Simple
Truths: The Psychology of Self- Deception,
highlights our capacity for developing
elaborate and internally persuasive ratio-
nalizations for prioritizing nonmoral val-
ues over moral ones. As an example,
Goleman cites John Dean's confession in
his book "Blind Ambition," wherein
Dean stated that his actions as special
counsel to President Nixon during
Watergate were motivated by a desire to
succeed, and that questions of morality
and justice were set aside.

Michael Josephson4 notes that ratio-
nalizations for assigning priority to non-

moral values seem to be related to three
kinds of selfishness: self-indulgence — the
belief that one is entitled to the "good
life" because one has suffered to achieve
one's professional status; self-protection —
the desire to avoid unpleasant and em-
barrassing confrontations through lying,
concealment, blame shifting, and even
document destruction; and seftighteousness
— the tendency to judge ourselves in
terms of our best and most noble vir-
tues and motivations. Because
self-esteem and self-respect depend on a
positive assessment of one's own charac-
ter, most of us believe we are ethical,
even when an independent assessment
of personal actions might prove other-
wise.

Finally, moral failings can result from
an inabi4 or unwilkngnas to implement an ef-
fective plan of action. Poor interpersonal
skills and poor problem solving abilities
interfere with effective resolution of a
problem. Likewise, fatigue and lack of
ego strength contribute to ineffective-
ness. For professionals, lack of impulse
control or ego strength are less likely to
account for failure to implement effec-
tive plans than are ineffective negotiation
and interpersonal skills. Research on
self-regulation processes shows that per-
sons who think a task is enjoyable, or
challenging, are more likely to persist in
their efforts to resolve a problem.' Con-
versely, persons who approach a prob-
lem with dread, are less likely to perse-
vere. Practice in resolving difficult prob-
lems of the profession — such as re-
sponding to an apprehensive or angry
patient, or discussing a quality issue with
an offending peer — can change the ex-
pectation of efficacy which is likely to
change behavior.

Perhaps you can see that failure to
behave morally isn't just a matter of
scrupulous vs. unscrupulous moral char-
acter, but actually relates to deficiencies
that can be overcome through carefully
designed educational experiences. This is
not to suggest that ethical reflection can
transform scoundrels into saints (it is not
even clear that intensive psychotherapy
can accomplish that), but it is to suggest

that ethical action is the product of a
number of integrated abilities.
We can provide practice (a) interpret-

ing situations, (b) formulating a morally
ideal course of action, (c) prioritizing
personal and professional values, and (d)
developing practical and effective plans
of action. In my view, the goal of ethics
education should be to help participants
examine their competence with respect
to these abilities and then to strengthen
them.

Perhaps you can see why ethics edu-
cation needs to expand beyond the con-
tent of courses in philosophy. Even
though this content is the very founda-
tion for moral argument, the ability to
construct a well-reasoned argument
alone will not result in effective ethical ac-
tion. In fact, the development of the abil-
ity to reason, in isolation from related
abilities and implementation skills, often
leads to the kind of cynicism we some-
times see in young professionals — pro-
fessionals who haven't yet worked out
ways of integrating what they ought to

T here are conceptually
1 different problem-solving
strategies used by people
to handle moral prob-
lems.

do morally with what they can do prac-
tically.

But, is there evidence that practicing
these abilities improves them, and more
importantly, translates to professional
behavior? Much of our work at the
Center for the Study of Ethical Devel-
opment over the last fifteen years has fo-
cused on understanding the effects of
applied ethics education on professional
ethical decision making. Recently Center
colleagues Rest and Narviez2 drew to-
gether studies from a variety of profes-
sions, including dentistry', that show that
practicing the abilities we define im-
proves them, that major ethical develop-
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ment occurs after adolescence, and that
improved reasoning predicts clinical per-
formance.

The Case from o
Developmental Perspective

With this brief overview of the com-
ponents of morality, what would the
psychologist look for in a case such as
the case presented here. First, one must
add the disclaimer that the psychologist
could not make reliable judgments about
the ethical development of the story

rthicol oction is the
L product of o number
of interrelated abilities.

characters based on this simple narrative
account. Nonetheless, the account offers
some insight into the participants' sensitiv-
ity to issues. We can examine what the
participants seem to attend to and what
they seem to ignore. Clearly, if they fail
to see a moral issue, it will not be re-
flected in the rationale offered in defense
of their decision. By listening to the ratio-
nale participants offer, one can gain in-
sight into whether the person consistently
applies a conceptually coherent moral
framework to decision making. The
philosopher may be interested in the par-
ticular moral framework the person
brings to decision making; the psycholo-
gist looks to whether the person brings a
coherent moral framework to
decision-making, or bases decisions on
some less adequate framework For ex-
ample, a person might develop a line of
argument that focuses on maintaining
self-interest at the expense of the interests
of others; or an argument that considers
only the interests of persons with whom
one is affiliated; or an argument that ex-
hibits an unreflective obedience to exist-
ing law, religious dogma, or other source
of moral authority. Psychologists tend to
make much more gross-grained distinc-
tions than the philosopher, distinctions

that reflect life-span development. Fi-
nally, by examining the decision partici-
pants make, one can infer how they pri-
oritize moral concerns.

Based on the information provided
in the case, let's examine evidence for
each of the processes involved in moral
decision making. To what extent are
these practitioners aware of the moral is-
sues embedded in the case? How do
they appear to be reasoning about these
issues? How do they appear to concep-
tualize their role and responsibility as
professionals? What appears to be their
commitment to the ethics of the profes-
sion? What personal qualities and imple-
mentation competencies are reflected in
their decision?

Moral Sensitivity. These dentists seem
well-versed in the variations on managed
care contracts and the ethical implica-
tions of signing contracts that interfere
with their ability to make a profit at the
expense of quality care to the patients.
They have developed their business acu-
men and are using available resources,
such as the ADA contract analysis ser-
vice, to analyze the contracts so they
don't make financial mistakes that would
jeopardize their profit, and in turn,
tempt them to cut corners at the patient's
expense. On these grounds they are to
be commended.

Moral Reasoning and Judgment. These
dentists provide little insight into the
moral considerations that guide their de-
cision making. Aside from a reference to
putting the patient first and a belief that
they ought to provide quality care and
treat patients respectfully, we have little
information about the conceptual
framework they bring to reasoning
about moral issues. At one point they
consider consequences of their action,
but they seem to focus only on conse-
quences to themselves (loss of income),
possibly to patients (poor quality) in their
practice, possibly consequences to unde-
serving managed care executives who
are enriching themselves at the expense
of the profession, and possibly to a per-
ceived overall diminishing of profes-
sional authority as dentists lose power to
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third parties. Self-interest reasons seem to
predominate, though there are also ap-
peals to maintaining professional au-
tonomy and patient autonomy. One
could scarcely argue that these dentists
are arguing from a fully-formed
consequentialist perspective.

Moral Motivation and Commitment. How
do they appear to conceptualize their
role and responsibility as professionals?
Although there is clear reference to an
obligation to "put the patient first," there
is little reference to a professional role
that goes beyond serving those who can
afford and want their services. Only one
of the dentists, Jerry, occasionally takes
on a Medicaid patient, and he does not
regard "doing something in the public
good" as ethically required. There is no
discussion of the role of the practice or
the individual dentists within the larger
community, either as advocates for the
oral health of the community or as ad-
vocates for the just distribution of oral
health care resources. In fact, these den-
tists seem to be reacting to changes in the
financing of dental care, rather than be-
coming engaged proactively with their
community. They seem not to consider
that someone buys these dental plans,
that it might be possible to influence the
purchase of dental benefit plans, either
directly through organized efforts, or in-
directly through discussions with their
patients. Although Jerry seems to con-

Ethics education needs
to expand beyond

the content of courses in
philosophy.

sider that it might be virtuous to do
something for others, none of his part-
ners seem to seriously consider that they
may have a responsibility for the oral
health of their community.

Moral Character and Competence. What
personal qualities and implementation
competencies are reflected in their deci-
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sion? Each of the dentists agrees to stand
by his conviction to avoid signing con-
tracts that potentially compromise pa-
tient choice and professional autonomy.
We might argue that these individuals are
true to themselves, are not waffling, even
in the face of losing their patient popula-
tion and their income. They demonstrate
ego strength as their actions are consis-
tent with their convictions. At the same
time, we witness expressions of helpless-
ness — feelings that they are eternally
controlled by forces that are beyond
their influence. They complain about un-
professional colleagues, about the inef-
fectiveness of the Board of Dentistry,
about the unregulated power of third
parties, about diminishing standards of
care. Such feelings of helplessness seem
to be instrumental in their final decision
to hunker down and maintain their cur-
rent course of action. We fail to see the
kind of optimism that would inspire
them to take up the challenge presented
by these external forces and to respond
proactively.

In sum, although we applaud their
strength of conviction and their moral
commitment to put their patients' inter-
ests before self-interest, we nonetheless
are disappointed in the outcome of their
deliberation. Why the disappointment?
These are not newcomers to the profes-
sion -- indeed they are moving into the
ranks of elder statesmen. We are disap-
pointed because we expect leadership —
moral leadership. Why the moral failing?
Their narrow conception of their role as
a professional interferes with their inter-
pretation of the moral issues embedded
in the problem. Failure to see the moral
issues interferes with reasoning about
what to do. But even if these dentists
conceptual ind the moral problem dif-
ferently, one wonders whether they have
the conceptual tools to formulate a mor-
ally defensible course of action. We see
their capacity for developing elaborate
and internally persuasive rationalizations
for limiting their sphere of obligations to
those who want and can afford their
services. We wonder if challenging these

rationalizations and challenging the nar-
row conception of their role and re-
sponsibility would result in decisions and
actions that would benefit them as well
as the larger society. Evidence from ef-
forts to influence the processes that give
rise to morality suggests that it will.'
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Professional Ethics in
Dentistry Network
  (PEDNET) 

A
n attempt to decipher the
acronym PEDNET might
produce the image of a
person walking (ped) on a

fishing net. Indeed, founding mem-
bers felt very much like they were
walking on a net and frequently step-
ping into open spaces. However, a
few dedicated people believed that a
Professional Ethics in Dentistry Net-
work was worth the occasional awk-
ward intervals of organizational devel-
opment. PEDNET is still a young asso-
ciation, but it is approaching maturity
and needs more involvement from den-
tal practitioners to achieve its growth po-
tential. What PEDNET is, its historical
development, its activities, and why
practicing dentists should become mem-
bers will be briefly described.
PEDNET, established in 1982, is a

nonprofit association comprising two
hundred and fifty members from the
Unites States and Canada. Membership
includes dental educators, dental practi-
tioners, dental association officers, dental
hygienists, ethicists, and social scientists
who are concerned about professional
and ethical issues in dentistry and about
improving the ethics education of aspir-
ing dental professionals. Prior to 1987,
the network primarily served to provide
a newsletter to members. In 1987, the
association held its first annual meeting
and currently meets twice each year. A

John G. Odom, PhD

constitution establishing an executive
committee, officers, and responsibilities
was adapted in 1991. There have been
five presidents of PEDNET, two of
whom have been practicing dentists.

What does PEDNET do? Some of
the association and member activities are
described below:
1. PEDNET program meetings are

held within larger organizations in-
cluding the annual meetings of the
Society for Health and Human Val- 5.
ues, the American Association of
Dental Schools, and the American
College of Dentists. This provides
members with an opportunity to 6.
also participate in program activities
of other organizations vital to ethics
and dentistry. Local dental associa-
tion members in the host city re-
ceive an invitation to send represen- 7.
tation to PEDNET meetings.

2. In 1993, PEDNET collaborated
with the American College of Den-
tists to develop and present a na-
tional bioethics course for dentists.
The course was held at the Kennedy 8.
Ethics Institute at Georgetown Uni-
versity.

3. In 1996, a bioethics course was held
at Loyola University in Chicago and
a third is being planned for Loma 9.
Linda University.

4. The Ohio State University College
of Dentistry annually offers a Dental

Agencies

Ethics Institute which is an elective
course for dental students. The
course involves dental faculty, dental
practitioners, ethicists, and consum-
ers in a two-day program.
PEDNET members frequently
serve as the featured speaker or at-
tend to communicate to students
the importance of ethics in their
profession. The institute is financed
by Omicron Kappa Upsilon.
PEDNET has approved sponsor-
ship of an annual ethics essay contest
for dental students which will begin
in 1997.
The authors of three textbooks cur-
rently used to teach ethics in dental
schools are members of PEDNET.
Other members wrote chapters in
one of these books.
PEDNET is working with the Cali-
fornia State Board of Dental Ex-
aminers to develop a testing mecha-
nism for professional ethics that is
separate from the jurisprudence ex-
amination.
PEDNET members participated in
the most recent rewriting and re-
structuring of the ADA Principles
of Ethics and Code of Professional
Conduct.
PEDNET members provide
remediation courses for dentists
who have been sanctioned by dental
boards for ethical violations.
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10. PEDNET members serve as con-
sultants to the ACD Task Force on
Ethics and the ADA Council on
Ethics Bylaws and Judicial Affairs.

11. Dental journal editors, dental
schools, and dental organizations
have invited PEDNET members
to write, speak, or arrange dialogues
about professional ethics.
Why should practicing dentists be-

come members of PEDNET?
PEDNET is composed of very active
and dedicated members who strive to
assist the profession of dentistry as new
ethical challenges to the profession occur
almost daily. Among the reasons to join
are the benefit of new friendships
among persons who hold the same high
ideals for the profession that you do.
You will have opportunities to attend

meetings where open discussions of
challenging ethical issues are addressed in
a serious and rigorous manner. As you
participate and learn you will better be
able to serve as a resource to your local,
state, or national dental organizations as
well as dental schools. Because
PEDNET values the talents of all of its
members, there are unlimited opportu-
nities to become active in the gover-
nance of the association and to help
chart the future of PEDNET.

More importantly, PEDNET can
benefit from your membership. An as-
sociation such as PEDNET must de-
velop close ties to organized dentistry
and to dental practitioners if it is to be ef-
fective. Each practicing dentist brings a
wealth of practical knowledge about the
challenges facing the profession and adds

immensely to the strength of the associa-
tion. Membership is $25 per year. One
would have difficulty receiving more for
one's money in any professional associa-
tion. Further information is available by
contacting the President or the Executive
Director of PEDNET:

President:
Donald E. Patthoff, DDS
300 Foxcroft Avenue, Suite 320
Martinsburg, WV 25401
(304) 263-0411

Executive Director:
Richard D. Stevens
Professional Ethics in Dentistry Network
PO Box 1301
Charleston, WV 25325
(304) 344  5246

Looking for Moral Heroes

Drs. Jim Rule and Muriel Bebeau, both Fellows of the College, are working on a project interviewing and

telling the story of people who have made exceptional moral commitments. Do you know someone

they should be talking to?

The criteria for being a moral hero include:

• A sustained commitment to moral ideals or principles that include a generalized respect for humanity

or sustained evidence of moral virtue
• A disposition to act in accord with one's moral ideals or principles, implying also a consistency be-

tween one's actions and intentions and between the means and ends of one's actions

• A willingness to risk one's self-interests for the sake of one's moral virtues

• A tendency to be inspiring to others and thereby to move them to moral action

• A sense of realistic humility about one's own importance relative to the world at large, implying a

relative lack of concern for one's own ego

If you know of anyone who fits these criteria (including yourself), please write a letter of no more than

two pages in length to Dr. James Rule, 325 Hawthorn Road, Baltimore, MD 21210. Alternatively, you

can phone Dr. Rule at (410) 889-8764 or Dr. Bebeau at (612) 625-4633.
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The First P --  Product
David W. Chambers, EdM, MBA, PhD, FACD

T
he marketing mix is the
complete offer a seller makes
to any potential buyer. In
classical marketing theory it is

composed of four parts: the product, its
price, channels of distribution (colloqui-
ally called place in order to have a term
beginning with the letter P), and promo-
tion which includes incentives, public re-
lations, and advertising. These are the
four Ps which every MBA student must
master.

Sometime within the past ten to fif-
teen years, dentistry entered the market-
ing age. No one asked permission of
dentists to make this change. It just hap-
pened; largely because of changing con-
sumer habits and dramatic develop-
ments within the profession, especially
the range of services that can be pro-
vided to patients. In the product cat-
egory, patients no longer go to the den-
tist primarily for the relief of oral pain
through surgical means which are them-
selves quite painful. I ess than half a
dentist's time is now spent in restorative
procedures. Patients go to the dentist for
a multiplicity of reasons, including pre-
vention, replacement of work done by
previous dentists, enhanced esthetics, and
even habit. And when they go, they ex-
pea more choices and better service.

Price has also become an issue in
dentistry as never before. Even before
the introduction of managed care, pa-
tients were showing signs of price sensi-
tivity. The Federal Trade Commission
has made it clear that dentistry enjoys no
special privilege as a profession and will
be treated as a "trade" in which price
competition is expected as a presumed
public good.

Dentistry is now reeling under new
channels of distribution. Brokered care
and capitation reimbursement systems
have stimulated the growth of clinic
chains who intend to compete on price
and convenience. They offer accessible
locations, extended hours, and short wait
times.

And, yes, all of this is accompanied
by a rising chorus of advertising.

Traditional, fee-for-service dentistry
cannot opt out of the marketing game.
What it has done is to choose a market-
ing mix that places almost all of its em-
phasis on the first P — the quality of a
product. The competition within the oral
health care market is coming from
groups which use a different marketing
mix, with greater attention to the other
three Ps. What segment of the market
traditional dentistry maintains will de-
pend entirely on how successfully it
analyses the market and whether it can
differentiate its product in a fashion that
overwhelms the other three components
of the marketing mix.

Market Differentiation,
Segmentation, and
Positioning
A differentiated product or service is

one that has characteristics consumers
recognize as being different from other
product offerings in the same category.
An amalgam restoration can be differen-
tiated in terms of its technical quality,
how diagnostically convincing it was to
the patient, gentleness and speed of de-
livery, and professional manner of the
dentist and the staff. Differentiation is the
reason for going to one dentist instead
of going to another. Products and ser-

Leadership

vices that cannot be differentiated by
consumers are called commodities. Salt,
gasoline, and parking lot attendants are
examples. From a marketing perspec-
tive, differentiation is critical because
commodities must compete on price.

Market segmentation refers to identify-
ing naturally occurring subgroups with
distinct needs and purchasing characteris-
tics. The shops along Michigan Avenue
in Chicago are not for everyone; neither
are Walmart or the second-hand outlets
run by philanthropic organizations. The
dental needs in rural communities are
different from those in affluent subur-
ban neighborhoods. Dental specialties
can be considered attempts to address
segmented markets with discipline ex-
pertise.

Market positioning means offering a
differentiated product to identifiable
market segments in an attempt to meet
the organization's mission. Beverly Hills
dentists do not offer the same product
to their demanding and image-conscious
clientele that GIs get in boot camp.
(Professionalism would demand, how-
ever, that the technical quality of, say,
amalgam restorations should be identical
in both settings.) Dental schools have his-
torically served a market niche of indi-
viduals who are willing to trade their
time for reduced fees.

Market positioning is more than ca-
tering to a niche where the competition
is minimal. First, it is necessary to be able
to achieve meaningful differentiation.
The farmers I grew up with as a child
would be unimpressed with the "down
town" accouterments of up-scale prac-
tices. Significant segments of the Ameri-
can population are dentally undeserved
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because they are not an attractive mar-
ket. They lack the resources to pay for
even minimal care, and their personal
habits of commitment and follow-
through add cost to the delivery system.
Most dental graduates have an intuitive
sense of market positioning when they
choose a practice location. Some of the
goals they are seeking to maximize are
other than economic.

The Whole Product
Dentists who intend to compete on

more than price must find some
method for differentiating their product.
A good way to do this is to consider
multiple product levels. At the founda-
tion, customers are motivated to seek
core benefits. In the case of dentistry, this
used to be the relief of acute tooth ache.
When that was almost the entire extent of
patients' needs, dentists were in competi-
tion with each other and prohibitions
against advertising made good sense.
Now the core benefits that dentists serve
include prevention; pro-health lifestyles;
the nurturing and "good citizen" pos-
tures of purchasers such as parents, the
federal government, and employers; and
self-image and esthetic considerations.
The competition for the dental dollar is
now largely outside the profession and

D entists who intend to
compete on more

than price must find
some method for differ-
entiating their product.

includes counseling and self-help,
aerobics equipment, other elective sur-
geries, clothes and cars and other image
enhancers, and alternative components in
employee benefit packages that might be
offered by employers.

The generic product is the minimal of-
fering that meets the core needs of con-
sumers. A haircut in the army is still a
haircut. An inner city bus terminal is still a

Value
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place to catch a bus. And rice is rice. The
expanded product is a generic product with
added features, specifically those features
the typical customer is expecting. In den-
tistry this is the "standard of care." The
augmented productis an expanded one plus
those features which differentiate it. This
is the convenience of the office, the
courtesy of the staff, the professional
manner of the dentist; the alternative
treatment plans provided; the listening,
caring attitude; and all the other features
which differentiate one dental experience
from another. To really learn the features
of an augmented dental product, one
would have to eavesdrop on patients as
they explained to a friend or neighbor
why they like going to the dentist they
have chosen.

The Price- Value Curve
By now it may be apparent that the

technical quality of dental care has not
figured prominently in the discussion of
quality of the dental product. It is one of
the ironies of the profession that boards
of examiners test on the initial licensure
examination only those things which pa-
tients cannot judge and take for granted
as being a part of the product. But the is-
sue runs deeper as dentistry comes into
closer contact with market entities such
as managed care that favor a different
marketing mix. The profession seems to

want to draw the line in terms of techni-
cal quality of care. They have retreated to
defend the fundaments of good tooth
fndn'. The risk here is that product dif-
ferentiation will be lost and dentistry will
be converted back to a commodity de-
fined in objective technical terms. Man-
aged care brokers would favor this ap-
proach because it permits competition
on price. If they could get dentistry to
define their product exclusively in techni-
cal terms (and even set and measure the
product standards for them), dentists
would be converted to "providers." Re-
ducing dentistry to technical quality justi-
fies "the least expensive acceptable alter-
native treatment."

For dentistry to avoid this marketing
trap, it must relinquish its obsession with
its own criteria for quality in oral health
care based on technical features. Dentists
must become responsive to the criteria
patients use in making market decisions.

The patients' perspective is captured
in the price-value curve. An example of
such a curve is shown above. The hori-
zontal axis is the cost patients incur in re-
ceiving a product such as oral health
care. The vertical axis is their perception
of the value they receive. The xs on this
graph represent hypothetical patients or
market segments. Some are willing to
pay more for what they perceive is
greater value. Others find their optimal
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relationship to be at a point of lower
cost and lower received value. One
could think for example of the market
for cars where one segment prefers ex-
pensive luxury cars, and the other seg-
ment is comfortable with more mod-
estly priced and less impressive vehicles.
Medicine, and to some extent dentistry as
well, have been justly criticized for their
attempts to constrict the market and to
demand that all services be at the high
end of the curve. Many managed care
plans deserve equal criticism for their at-
tempts to constrain the market at the
low end.

In a free-market economy, it should
be possible to service market segments
all along the price-value curve. It would
not be possible to position oneself to the
right or below the curve since patients
will not willingly continue to pay for
more than what they perceive they are
getting. In a similar fashion, areas to the
left or above the curve make no sense
for providers. Of course there are ex-
ceptions to this free market model in the
form of government subsidies, licensing
and other restrictions of trade, and
planned or socialized systems.

In order to better understand the
price-value curve, it is useful to inquire a
little more deeply into what constitutes
price and what constitutes value. Dentists
and third-party brokers will never get a
clear understanding of the oral health
care market as long as they confuse price
with the fee dentists charge or the level
of reimbursement dentists receive. From
the patients' perspective these numbers
make no sense and may not even be
known. Even in the fee-for-service
model, the fee paid the dentist is only
part of the cost. Other components in-

dude out-of-pocket costs such as hiring
a babysitter, gas for driving, and a park-
ing fee — which may in some cases total
more than the dentist's charge. There are
also opportunity costs associated with
seeking oral health care. For example, a
self-employed individual such as a law-
yer or a farmer forgoes the opportunity
to earn income while getting to the
dentist's office and waiting there. A
union employee with a generous benefits

I is the patients' calcula-
tion of received value

which drives the market.

package may actually find a trip to the
dentist a pleasant distraction for which
he or she receives the same compensa-
tion received while working. There are
also psychological costs such as embar-
rassment, physical discomfort, and the
anxiety of participating in an unfamiliar
social structure which serve as significant
deterrents to some patients' seeking care.
There are probably a substantial number
of Americans who would not seek den-
tal care if it were free and if all incidental
and opportunity costs were paid. These
individuals would have to receive a sti-
pend for visiting the dentist. Effective
marketing would require that all the
components of cost be factored into the
marketing mix.

The vertical dimension of the price-
value relationship refers to the patients'
subjective impression of what they are
receiving. Marketers might have a ge-
neric, expanded, or augmented product

Leadership

in mind, but it is the patients' calculation
of received value which drives the mar-
ket. As with cost, value can be decom-
posed into several components. In the
case of oral health care, it is convenient
to identify three: One is technical quality
of the dentistry rendered. In the accom-
panying figure, this is represented by the
string of os. I have made the assumption
of a single standard of care, the ethical
minimum technical quality to which ev-
ery patient is entitled. Below that stan-
dard, value drops precipitously. Perhaps
it could be argued that some dentists
significantly exceed the technical mini-
mum, but it is uncertain how this is re-
flected in patients' perception of value. It
is likely that the more operative compo-
nents of the value dimension reflect the
core benefits of health, image, sense of
responsibility, and esthetics which moti-
vate patients to seek dental care in the
first place. Service features of the care
patients receive — courtesy, conve-
nience, professionalism, respect, predict-
ability, freedom from hassle, etc. — are
also likely to play a significant part in the
value dimension.

It is evident from examining the
price-value curve that third party brokers
would welcome dentistry being reduced
to issues of technical quality. This would
have the effect of driving the price-value
curve down and to the left; reducing the
differentiation dentists can provide in
their services and making dentistry a
commodity. The appropriate marketing
strategy for commodities is downward
price competition.

Dentists who understand marketing
will resist this pressure by augmenting
and differentiating their product in ways
that meet the patients' needs for value.
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* Collier RA. Profitable Product Management: Powerful Techniques for Improving Products and Maximizing Profits.
Oxford, UK: Butterworth-Heinemann, 1995. ISBN 0-7506-1888-4; 254 pages; about $33.

The title is slightly misleading. This is a book about managing product lines, as, for example, all of the dental products from P&G. The
basics of the marketing mix are covered in solid fashion, but the emphasis is on balancing the multiple offerings of a firm rather than devel-
oping and selling a single product. The examples are for the most part from the UK and the continent. In contract to the other summa-
rized references which were written for students, Collier writes for on-the-job managers.

* Kotler P. Marketing Management: Analysis, Planning, Implementation, & Control. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-
Hall, 1991. ISBN 0-13-552480-6; 756 pages; about $90. [Only the chapters dealing with differentiation, segmenta-
tion, positioning, and products are summarized.]

This is the one virtually all MBA students study as part of their required marketing classes. Areas covered include the marketing concept,
consumer behavior, marketing research, market strategies, the marketing mix, and control (practical management) of marketing efforts. The
book is huge —750, 8 and Vz x 11 inch pages and the work is now in its ninth edition. It reads like a text book, with examples, definitions,
exercises, etc.

* Kotler P, Clarke RN. Marketing for Health Core Organizations. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1987. ISBN 0-
13-557562-1; 556 pages; about $80.
A complete marketing course for health care executives. This book follows the classical structure of a marketing management course (see

the Kotler reference above) but there are added chapters on organizations that are responsive to customer needs, those that are responsive
to changing environments, and fine chapters on public relations, recruiting, and fund raising. The content is thoroughly adapted to the
health care industry (not just illustrated with a few examples) and there is ample case material.

Levitt T. Marketing success through differentiation — of anything. Harvard Business Review, 1980, January-February.
Grand survey of possible dimensions on which products can be made distinctive to various market segments.

Levitt T. Marketing intangible products and product intangibles. Harvard Business Review. 1981, May-June, 94.102.
The "guru" of marketing — the one who first pointed out that customers buy benefits, not features — identifies practical ways that "in-

visible benefits" of services and intangible products such as health can be made concrete for customers.

Polli R, Cook V. Validity of the product life cycle. Journal of Business. 1969, October, 385-400.
Products go through a predictable cycle of introduction, growth, maturity, and decline (think of the various materials used for restoring

conservative lesions). The marketing mix should be different at each stage of the cycle.

Some journals which discuss marketing issues relative to health core.

Harvard Business Review
Health Core Management Review
Journal of Marketing
Journal of Consumer Marketing
Journal of Marketing Research

Editor's Note

Summaries are available for the three recommended readings preceded by an asterisk (*). Each summary is about four pages long and conveys both the
tone and content of the book through extensive quotations. These summaries are designed for busy readers who want the essence of these references in
fifteen minutes rather than five hours. Summaries are available from the ACD Office in Gaithersburg. A donation to the ACD Foundation of $15 is
suggested for the set of summaries on product in the marketing mix; a donation of $50 would bring you summaries of all the 1996 leadership topics.
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1996 Reviewers

The Manuscript Referee Process
David W. Chambers, EdM, MBA, PhD, FACD

Sixteen unsolicited manuscripts were considered for possible publication in the Journal of the American College of Dentists
during 1996. Seven were accepted for publication (44%) and five were declined following peer review. Two manuscripts
were returned without review because they did not fit the format or content of the Journal; two were returned with sugges-
tions to the authors for substantial changes prior to the review process.

Fifty-three reviews were received for the twelve manuscripts reviewed (4.4 reviews per manuscript). Two were non-
committal. Among the remaining, 82% were consistent with the editor's decision. Cramer's V statistic, a measure of consis-
tency of ratings was .663 (with 0.0 representing random agreement and 1.0 representing perfect concordance). There is no
way to compare the consistency of the reviews for this Journal with agreement among other reviewers because it is not cus-
tomary for other journals to report these statistics. The College feels that authors are entitled to know the consistency of its
review process.

The editorial "Selling Patients — The Prisoners' Dilemma" was reprinted in two other publications during the years.
Special appreciation is extended to Dr. Robert Warren of Anchorage, Alaska, for his help in organizing the theme issue

on boards of dental examiners and to Dr. James Rule of Baltimore, Maryland, for his help in organizing the theme issue on
alternative approaches to ethical analysis.

The College thanks the following professionals for their contribution to the dental literature as reviewers for the Journal of
the American College ofDentists during 1996.

Ingred Arden, DDS
San Francisco, CA

R. C. Baker, DMD, FACD
University of Manitoba Faculty of Dentistry

Keith P. Blair, DDS, FACD
San Diego, CA

Ron Botto, PhD
Southern Illinois Dental School

Richard E. Bradley, DDS, MS, FACD
Lincoln, NE

William Carpenter, DDS, FACD
University of the Pacific Dental School

Paul S. Casamassimo, DDS, FACD
Columbus, OH

Jack F. Conley, DDS, FACD
Glendale, CA

Richard W. DeChamplain, DMD, FACD
Medical University of South Carolina

Henry L. Diversi, Jr., DDS, FACD
Atlanta, GA

Allan J. Formicola, DDS, FACD
Columbia University Dental School

Jack D. Gerrow, DDS, FACD
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Jack Hadley, DDS, FACD
University of the Pacific Dental School

Jess Hayden, Jr. DMD, FACD
Eugene, OR
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Rochester, NY

Walter N. Johnson, DMD, MS, FACD
Seaside, OR

Denise K. Kassebaum, DDS, MS, FACD
School of Dentistry, Colorado

Saul Kamen, DDS, FACD
North Hills, NY

James E. Kennedy, DDS, MS, FACD
School of Dental Medicine, Connecticut

Bruce Kinney, DDS
Yakima, WA

Daniel M. Laskin, DDS, FACD
Medical College of Virginia Dental School

Charles M Ludwig DDS, FACD
Harrisburg PA

Gary T. McDonald, DDS, EdM, FACD
Louisiana State University School of Dentistry

Robert E. Mecklenburg DDS, MPH, FACD
US Public Health Service
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Cyril Meyerowitz, DDS, MS, FACD
Rochester, NY

John A. Molinari, PhD
Detroit-Mercy Dental School

Larry L. Pace, DDS, FACD
Dallas, TX

Kent G. Palcanis, DDS, MSD, FACD
U Alabama Dental School
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U Colorado Dental School
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University of the Pacific Dental School
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1996 Articles

A Clinician's Perspectives on the Future   Fall 19
Adapted from the presentation by Carlos Interian

A Health Plan Report Card for Dentistry   Fall 29
James D. Bader, Daniel A. Shugars, William J. Hayden,
B. Alex White

A Moral Development Perspective Applied to a Case
on Dental Managed Care Winter 49

Muriel J. Bebeau
A New Paradigm for Increasing Access to Dental Care:
The Oregon Health Plan  Spring 30

Lester E. Block, James R. Freed
A Voice in National Policy: How Boards of Dental
Examiners Affect Education and Practice Summer 13

Joel F. Glover

Agencies:
Professional Ethics in Dentistry Network (PEDNE7)  VVinter 53
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The ADA Washington Office Spring 23

Craig Palmer

Casuistry in Dental Ethics: A Case for Cases Winter 31
Gerald Winslow

Changing the Law: How Boards of Dental Examiners Test
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Conference Report of Dentistry 2010: Visions of the Future  Fall 6
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Continued Competency Assessment: What the California
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Dental Managed Care in the Context of Ethics  Winter 19
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Dentistry 2010: Wsions of the Future Welcome Address  Fall 5

Prem S. Sharma
Dentistry in the 21st Century: What Can Congress Do?
The Lose-Lose Guidelines of Federal Regulations   Spring 7

Charlie Norwood
Ethical Analysis from the Perspective of Rational Self-Interest  Winter 35
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Index

Ethics:
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From the Editor (Editorials)
Following in Father's Footsteps  Spring 2
Form and Function in Editorials  Summer 2
Future Ga7ing and Leadership Winter 2
Truth-Speaking in Editorials   Fall 2
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History:
Dentists at War Summer 31
Jackson Has a Fright   Spring 43
Thirty-Two Terrific Teeth And Forty Thousand Other
Reasons to Support the National Museum of Dentistry   Fall 49

Eric K. Curtis

Initial Licensure in Dentistry: How Boards of Dental
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Robert T. Ferris

Leadership:
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Strategic Planning Summer 37
The Clean Desk  Fall 51
The First P — Product  Winter 55

David W. Chambers

Leadership in Times of Constant Change  Fall 9
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Leadership: The American College of Dentists  Winter 8
W. Robert Biddington

License Without Examination, The Washington State
Experience: How Boards of Dental Examiners Might
Alternatively License Dentists  Summer 15

Bruce P. Kinney, Lisa Anderson
Linking Research and Practice   Fall 21

Adapted from the presentation by Harold Slavkin
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Randall Corey Snow
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The Velocity of Change  Fall 7
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